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NEW ZEALAND CHINESE LANGUAGE WEEK 2022
Received
#002

你好 N ǐ h ă o

新西兰中 周 2022
文

New Zealand Chinese Language Week

It’s now less than six months to go until New Zealand Chinese Language Week 2022 kicks off and we’re excited to
outline plans for new initiatives and activities to celebrate this year.
The New Zealand Chinese Language Week (NZCLW) is being held 25 September to 1 October 2022. We want to
involve people from all around the country, so this means we are asking the Council for three things:
Someone who can be the liaison person for us to contact about activities in your area district
A Mayoral video of support to be featured during the NZCLW week
And a chance to present to your council’s Annual Plan 2022/23 for a contribution to the week’s activities in your area
and events of $2,000.
The New Zealand Chinese Language Week Charitable Trust is a New Zealand-driven initiative set up in 2014 to
encourage the learning of Chinese language in New Zealand.
Our aim is to strengthen communities through inclusion and embracing diversity. What better way is there to understand
another culture than through language?
A large part of the Trust’s work is to recognise and celebrate the diversity of the community in New Zealand – Chinese
people have been part of Aotearoa New Zealand’s story for 180 years and have many important stories to tell. This is
even more important now, with the new school curriculum focusing on local history within our country.

www.nzclw.com | Email: nzclw@nzclw.com

#NZCLW
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NEW ZEALAND CHINESE LANGUAGE WEEK 2022

This year’s New Zealand Chinese Language Week’s theme is “Sharing our Stories”, and we hope to hear a lot of the
stories that make our community diverse and vibrant.
A large part of the Trust’s work is to recognise and celebrate the diversity of the community in New Zealand – Chinese
people have been part of Aotearoa New Zealand’s story for 180 years and have many important stories to tell. This is
even more important now, with the new school curriculum focusing on local history within our country.
This year’s New Zealand Chinese Language Week’s theme is “Sharing our Stories”, and we hope to hear a lot of the
stories that make our community diverse and vibrant.
As in previous years, we expect a lot of events to involve celebrations with food and drink and hospitality – all features of
Chinese and New Zealand Māori and European cultures.
The Trust is committed to providing resources to enable different groups to share common experiences, and one of the
ways we demonstrate this is by each year publishing a children’s book in three languages – Mandarin Chinese
(characters and pīn yīn), English, and te reo Māori.
The feedback we get on this book – which is distributed free to schools and public libraries – is unanimous about its
value. Librarians and teachers around New Zealand tell us that readers, particularly children, love seeing themselves,
their families, and their language in the books.
Your own library may well have been part of previous years’ events and activities around New Zealand Chinese
Language Week.
We want to ensure that more communities around New Zealand have the opportunity to take part in New Zealand
Chinese Language Week, so we would like to have someone from your council be the contact point for us to share
resources to enable your community to be involved. This may be someone on your public library staff, or a community
development staffer.

www.nzclw.com | Email: nzclw@nzclw.com

#NZCLW
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NEW ZEALAND CHINESE LANGUAGE WEEK 2022

Many communities around New Zealand have significant social, cultural, educational, and other links with China and
Chinese people in their districts. New Zealand Chinese Language Week is an excellent opportunity to celebrate
those.
We would also like to get a video of support to be featured during the NZCLW week from yourself as Mayor.
Your video plays an important part in the week. It shows a commitment to being a welcoming, open society that
embraces all the many cultures that make up our society. Participants in NZCLW have been impressed and heartened
by the depth and breadth of the support from local government during previous weeks.
Finally, we at NZCLW Trust would welcome the opportunity to submit to your council’s Annual Plan Submission
2022/2023. We wish to apply for a $2,000 grant to fund activities for New Zealand Chinese Language Week in your
region and would like to appear in person to support this application.
Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to hearing how your council will celebrate New Zealand Chinese
Language Week 2022 from September 25 to 1 October.
For more information, please don’t hesitate to visit the NZCLW website: www.nzclw.com or email our Project Team at
nzclw@nzclw.com
Many thanks and kindest regards

Jo Coughlan | Chair of New Zealand Chinese Language Week

www.nzclw.com | Email: nzclw@nzclw.com

#NZCLW
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Submission on the Rangitikei District Council Annual Plan 22/23
Date; 9 May 2022

#004

ri®cEivKD'
9 M^2iJu/
To;
Council

Rangitikei District

Submitter; Lynne Sh

Private Bag 1102,
Marton. 4741

289 Bryces Line
Marton, 4788

Email;
lynne.s@farmside.co.nz

Phone; 063275980

Introduction
As a resident of the Rangitikei I am interested in what the Council is doing for
our District.

The proposed Council Controlled Organisation and the concept of a Special
Purpose Vehicle outlined 'briefly' in the Consultation Document for the
2022/23 Annual Plan is of concern to me. The extent of information about
these items is limited within the document and does not provide the
community with a good understanding of the why and how these items have
evolved, let alone what risks or benefits are associated with them.

Summary
The CCO does not appear to have been documented in recent Order Papers
nor flagged in the draft Annual Plan 22/23.
It has not been presented and fully explained in detail to our community. How
is it possible for Council to highlight the CCO as being a 'key choice' option in
the draft Annual Plan 22/23, when it has not surfaced in recent Order papers
or been presented to our community before?

Will Council be following it's Significance and Engagement Policy, before

establishing a CCO?
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^

•o

Will Council undertake a Special Consultative Procedure?
Can Council please outline what a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) is, including
it's risks and benefits?

I do not support the Council establishing a Council Controlled Organisation or a
Special Purpose Vehicle, because there has been inadequate consujtatjon and
no supporting information from Council about Council Controlled
OrRanisations or Special Purpose Vehicle's.

,/U ^ ^v^^Lvnne Sheridan
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2022/23 Annual Plan Consultation Document

RANGITIKEI

DISTRICT COUNCIL

Puka Tapaetanga Submission Form

He aha to tirohanga whakamua m6 Rangitfkei? Have your say on our 2022/23 AnnualiPlan

Received 9 May 2022
#007

Submissions close at 5pm Monday, 9 May 2022.

Your Details
Ingoa/Name:

M ^ Tkov^

PLEASE NOTE:
Submissions on this Annual Plan
are public information and your
information and submission will be
made available to the public as part

Toputanga/Organisation (if applicable):

Kainga noho/Address: &r<9iA<^0^ \^\\ SfX^, ^\[^

of deliberations.

Tmera/Email:

Waea/Phone: 0^ 322; ^0<S
"Please tick this box if you would like to speak to your submission at the Council
Hearings on 19 May. Someone will contact you to confirm this.

Your submission will only be used
for the purpose of the Annual
Plan process and will be held by
RangitTkei District Council at 46 High
St, Marton 4710. You may access

the information and request its
correction, if required.

Please tick here if you want your details to remain private.

Optional Demographic Information This is kept confidential for analysis only.

Do you agree with our preferred options?

a3A1333a

•- Key Choice 1? (see page 9)

<- Key Choice 2? (see page 10)

Introduction of a Forestry Differential

New Marton Rail
Hub Council-Controlled Organisation

I prefer...

I prefer...

0 Option 1*

n

Q) Option 2

Option 2

(yf^Something else
Comment: S>-Cj2^ o< \{£\.c^

Option 1*

0 Something else
-cy^

Comment:
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^- Key Choice 3? (see page 11) We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitikei?

^<5lAc( HS-^ -~ Ps^C ^^-ijQMrS^lu^S A£p0o<^ l300k^ioi<^ on ^'QlL.S •
Pro-\<2^ <^\\ ui'o^le. h\\o^ Uoi^ff Stoi'f?;jL<^r^c\ or\ ^\\}^^f 5n4-S •+o \JQ. (^Q.^^'^T •^ooeA ^Oe^.c^y\ •
^/u<^-^\/ /n(7l^<s-(-vi'c,.l en-^Tpns^S 6''<3M^I^>4e.l<^ ^^Q<^ ^IQV\ ^<;i'dert-K^t ^f<&q§,
•^•r r>&i'<'>-<2-. s'N^^e'. £\/\ot N^V.. -&~<-4<TTS -^0 I's'-i/V^a^ h^.o, Uk.
/

/•

PJ?^\\ a-^MA\o/-<-toi< 2oAi2- k^p-t- n^ -J-ko AA^tv^ JV'q ^Ajc(i^ ^£^<''i\\ ivsi -l^'Axi'rs c-f?-^^-^ s, cf^ov-Ve ^iQ^\^ ^r •!ln\r^ P^/-O.!>-^-) <?^i/i^o^t- \^\a\\^\r^. S\^\V-e.

^\- C\ ^<'^«,UN& -fc~T ^'jQ^\D '\0 ^^4-kc.r.

ired

What resources are needed to better prepare RangitTkei for the effects of climate change?
^Y\\~'X £\\\
C^CfJ?^ 4\3q<2.4-k£v' 1<\ 4|\C 60AA^I^-4 ' ^On^^)(nuj qci-^c?! ^+H^A^A+-Oflh^-e-T
\C^L

^

/oV~ pj\'4-e. ^\^ f\\)l'l\c, <;U<Z.4<'rtA<Z.-

-y

fLfi^>\p <^\\ q^a,<-\ ^^^LeA <h-^o<r^^5 , TKc.^ <^r^ itt/ypp^-fa^)--fe^'Uv^ twJl - \^> i rtf/ o-f /?^<o /'tfi /

^(K ^>\\ qy^-^Qfy^cv in 4kf &>AArt/\>.-1^(4^ ••
^.f^Q^e <:\ So-^. ^u i'j£.^ <?(<~>y^e^ A-ie^-GRi-L ^^i'mrt/v<p/\\- -^CY f>fcnf\jL>f-e.^ l^ee>\''ciff^'\^^

>s if required

Anything else? ^<3^ T&<^.
4kc ^\- (ci/\c( oi^--^ e^ of- Tr\'c^a.^ ^es^i (^sTo^<^SA\.
£LO^C^£>^\}~\C\\ <'^Q.\^D\.<o.a/\^o^\r ^not-li^-Q-hiVi) ^yk<^ . TTvo <%3rv^Y/5< S^>i»i<?r<aoo

t

^ipi\^f -^
/>o\\^e.y e)rc <ai^ al^o/-(n ^f\ 4\\<^\- Q.e-wd •

^ <yr>/\f\^f^)Y.o -^vouej'\\ f^sc^ v\'c< l/l'^S ^cy^d Ol\\~Q (AAsfAcya/lu.l /^tq\/\l^

"f^ io,^ IS ^^^t^-f^n^ IA^ ^V\C/
^>AV< t^SCf^^V-r^l OLA\- <^ 4kj! '''^toO<-A .O^ll^ ^.

T'

lease include more pages if required.

Submission Forms can be returned by:
-ft Posting to Attention: Reply Paid: 172050, Democracy and Planning. Private Bag 11 02, Marton 4741
H Emailing us at info@rangitikei.govt.nz
lA Dropping off at one of our Offices, Libraries or Information Centres.
Hi Attending one of our Drop-in sessions throughout the District.

/J\ RANGITIKEI

••-!}:;< DISTRICT COUNCIL
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to^/^3 4nn^l P^^ $^^rssi6^

/ifc&ro^ •Wc^e-H^ (^ ^t^c.fvi^ ph^i^-h<L\ r^^-e^^rc<
Ti<fi^2- (& iQO ctifrni^o'A o^ ^\c\p o? ^^^c 4^\s -S^^r^ \^cf>\ /' is .
J;^ f^- on si^jz (.^^/^s) c'f <5fe.c>es Cp>^ ect^J'y^-^s^/Vl^c^ocqr^c^
n<R-Kl/<2^ 0-^L/\ t<J>\Ctf- ^^-^nS 1-poi -^>^S/-^A€ C^-S-M^C^ -^^^S^s+/

\'R^~Q^7^ re-h^n? /^•^-b^^l0^.'^--^^ <2^' ^5'/?oyi^-&v^nC<s /°t^i'Q,4°r.
P\t>^ 1& f>fo(^S\^c\ <2-r> q'y^uci) \€\^ on ^o>T^<a-h'v| -•^kfi- A&'l^r/i? •f'k'^-^ y^ i^j-

\-h t?e ^\\'^cf ^ ^ (ct^ooAfir • Mo. Puiol/c /l/'le<2h/ic,, ^s Isiac^ U^'
L(^e ^oi<i> ^\^J^^ c\^\c^c?\ ^ S^F'r <^Cono'Mi'c 4i/Wje^.
(<jl\?|-l- CfOU q^fi- ^(?IOS));\Cj t^lt^ K»i^j£ <^^ )1'/V\^<-(^ ^^ (A)\^2.H\QV <0 UJv^?r^, O-^Of/IC^

•^a>^\ •^i^Q,^ •^ao^ks.V^<Mmc,°^"hoA5- '

7)\j2 ^ b ^ cWv-^Y o^-4h{&^^<2>-)-^ 'D i^-?e / gn ^ci) ^/?^tqrt 4o ^e--^2. Os<2^
c^r^ N2(^ir Q^ 4kfi- 1b\'<3>4>Q'c^5 i<Ly£\( ^oc<c-(\)^ Ae.-l-^Qt-fel.
iTkjz. \c>\c\c^Qi o-f- •4^\s> }?nrAjir) OA -^o^s-M^ ^^oyJAj2rS'(S Co/iA^Le.^el^ L^n-^tyI^^T /^G-l- ^-(\JL<q^SlV'G^ .

^^) Dis^n^- A^<^ fe,cUs . /}1^ react <€ K>^^Q^ H^ II ^©cic^- I)- ^<zs
l-^Se^W €\r^ (^c^erLeof -h -/xbi^-c-4k^ Aff^vq lo^t? /n ^ l^fcG^Tv< l^fco's o ^e^i"-( u&kictfl. ^ci&^^v^ /'fc^r^s. J<b<^k^ :-^^ ^>s^. €52 •hviy^s-

T^\L$ e\^p)^ 4o - ^^1?^^^J-^ <>\-OC^ f-^CL^ /Mlll^W/^t^ ^^^<? -^(cks^
i.r-4-i'l^/ 4YUC^S^ -KA&-^ 4<^n^2.rS $^.c-»''^|l'£-e^1 ('Lon^y^?^')')!^ ^<2^'c(j?$ ~^- ^^ aj^j/
|^$ le>qi<7\>\Q •{r^c.^S.. • No ivov^c?C£/ oL<r ru.>*<3i,l rf)<^<7(5 C{^JL i^ ^oo^ <:OAc{i:^)(\-^ /

To \?\^f^e- \oqq\f\c) 4rHckr '^~r ^\\ ^e-ar<=i<?^r^o^ e'F-^^s. r'o^ds' i& £i4;kfi.v
(J
.
i^no^ot^®^ ^Tfooic^-^.

T^^dS G2jr\\^^ ^o^fn^^ (A^VNO i^ro^uccij 4(^2- 5<2.'i<on^ ^co.ds^^' iJn'cJ\
C^o.o\&c^ 4U t?^\^A\. Tkj2- ^^is^-e/ is •h> oUs^ ^ b\vc^e/ $^^ ^ ^k^\r
/'U S€»r<2-k\rcuzS A- M*' l&^a^c. -/' ^W<^M ^^ ^ QlV ^cJGS- .

t>?$tv\<y- 6s^^O\S, ASC^\ ^0^<2^AM2i^^- >V1U^ ^Ot4^ S4\t5 Oa^-l<;i^\ &\^=l <yOV/l~-

H<?T^oh^
Ofc "z>2^-tS<^<S
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Rj^C^TvE;Dl
1 9 MAY m:l

5th May 2022
Rangitikei District Council
Submission

BY:_^>2^>____,,|
'—~y
#008

The Full Council
Thank you for the opportunity to supply feedback regarding the proposed Forestry
differential to be added to the rating system.
I cannot find any detail around what is regarded as forestry land.
There is no clarity around size, whether its land in permanent forest, whether it's forest in
the emissions trading scheme or whether Farm Foresters are included or not regardless of
size of their plantations.
It is already hard enough to absorb a 7.29% rate increase let alone a further 1.5% which in
the Council information sheet has no ceiling on it after 2 years.
I have farmed in Brandon Hall Rd now for 37 years. I have BOOacres of which 100 acres is in
permanent forest. Does that mean I will be rated or excluded?
I planted these plantations after taking advice and working with Horizons because the
Dunes were erosion prone, low in fertility and returned little value to the balance sheet.
However this land is valued the same as the better quality land under the rating system and
rated accordingly. I have 10 plantations varying in size.
My rates for the RDC and Horizons total approx. 10k a year. Add to that my insurance which
covers the forestry, it cost me $300 dollars a week to live in my own home before buying a
loaf of bread.
I harvest the forest after 30 years in which time I have planted, pruned to three levels and
thinned in order to get an optimum finished crop all at my own expense.
When I harvest the crop, the Logging contractor takes approx. one third, the Haulage
contractor takes approx. one third which leaves me with the balance one third. The IRD then
steps in and takes one third of my return so any suggestion that forestry is a cash cow of
money is rubbish.

During that 30 year period I have paid $99K of rates on the forested land alone which over
that same period I have received next to nothing in income so the suggestion that I now pay
a further 1.5% does not sit well.

I believe that for $99k I should be able to get my logs carted away without paying further
penalty.
I suggest that the Council campaign more vigorously to Government to get a more

proportional share of the Road User Charges that we already pay for the use and upgrade of
our roads.

If you want to talk about fairness and using the Councils philosophy, does this mean in the
future we can look forward to having every litre of milk and every lamb and cattle beast
levied because the trucks carrying these when loaded are all the same weight. I would have
more stock trucks visit my property over 30 years than logging trucks in that one 30 year of
harvest.

Also with regard to fairness, the Council states in their submissions document under Option
2 that all ratepayers are required to contribute the extra costs associated with Forestry
activity. As a Rural ratepayer, I contribute to a number of Council facilities and services that I

Page 19

never can access,use or are connected to under the GAC for example Swimming pools,
libraries etc. I have heard the argument that they are there if I want to use them but
sometimes distance and time restraint's make it impractical.
I don't believe the Council should be putting in any sort of barriers to Forestry or any other
Businesses when they offer so many jobs, income and development in and to the Rangitikei

Region
I therefore submit that the Council Retains Option 2 being the Status Quo

RBCCTW
1 g ^\ 2Q2?

BY-.^lh
0272788223
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#009

Rangitikei
Framing 2022/23 Annual Plan
Consultation Document
Submission to:
Rangitikei District Council
info@rangitikei.govt.nz

9 May 2022
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He aha to rirohanga whakamua mo Rangitikei

He aha tō tirohanga whakamua mō Rangitīkei
Submissions close at 5pm Monday 9 May, 2022.
Your Details Ingoa/Name:
Glen Mackie
Technical Manager
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
NZ Forest Owners Association
Kāinga noho/Address:
Level 9,
93 The Terrace
Wellington

Īmēra/Email:
glen.mackie@nzfoa.org.nz

Waea/Phone:
027 445 0116
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes I would like to speak to this submission.
FOA accepts this submission may be available to other parties.

Optional Demographic Information
Page 3 of 7
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This is kept confidential for analysis only.

Page 4 of 7
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Introduction
The New Zealand Forest Owners Association Incorporated (FOA) is the representative
membership body for the commercial plantation forest growing industry. FOA members
are responsible for the management of approximately 1.2 million hectares of New Zealand’s
plantation forests and over 80% of the annual harvest.

Our Submission
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
FOA is against the imposition of a Forestry Differential at this point as we do not consider
the Council has taken account of the 30-year rotation for forestry crops and does not have
accurate information on the impact on the roading network by the individual primary
sectors – Forestry, Sheep & Beef, Dairy, Extractives.
If a differential rate is imposed, we strongly request the Council work with local forest
industry companies to identify how to utilise the resources for the greatest benefit to the
rate payers affected.
The forest sector (local with National support) is willing to work with Council to improve
data and subsequent maintenance and upgrade planning.
The impact of Rotation:
Forestry pays rates every year. For the first 25-30 years the impact on Council Infrastructure
is minimal. For a short harvest window access to appropriate roading assets is essential.
Calculation of contribution to roading infrastructure versus use must cover the full rotation
age for the forestry crop.
Calculation of Primary Sector Impact on Roads
The Forest Industry is able to provide a process improved by Ternz1 that calculates the road
usage by providers across the primary sector. This allows unbiased analysis of just what
sectors are using the roads and how much. FOA will support the Council to run this system
using TERNZ as the contractor.
This system is known as the “Equitable Funding Guidelines”. (FOA participated in the Road
Controlling Authorities Forum’s Special Interest Group on Low Volume Roads (SIG-LVR) to
develop guidelines that provide a method for councils to equitably allocate the cost of
pavement maintenance for low volume roads to the (primary industry) users (rating units).
This model was improved by TERNZ to give a workable model.

TERNZ is an independent research organisation that specialises in transport-related issues. Our mission is
to improve the efficiency, safety, and environmental sustainability of the transport sector. We fulfil our mission by
providing high quality, unbiased, independent information and analyses, to both the government and the private
sector.
TERNZ was established in 1997 as a spin-off from Industrial Research Ltd, one of the Crown Research Institutes. It
Page 5 of 7
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is now completely independent and is a member of the Independent Research Association of New
Zealand(IRANZ)

Log Transport Route Calculator
FOA has developed in conjunction with SCION (the Forest Industry CRI), a program that
calculates log traffic over the harvest period down to the individual road level. This is
invaluable to planners when scheduling upgrades or maintenance to the roading
infrastructure. Calculator runs typically cost $10-$15,000 per run. FOA via the Forest Grower
Levy Trust could substantially subsidise a run in the Rangitikei region.
Council Support
The Forest Industry typically works closely with Councils to assist in maintaining roads
when harvesting commences or when adverse events arise. The recent East Coast floods are
an excellent example where the industry supported Council and Community responses to
these substantial events.
FOA encourages those harvesting to work closely with the relevant Council to protect the
roading network.
Funds Raised from the imposition of a “Differential Rate”.
Any additional funds should be “ring-fenced” to ensure they are applied to roading
improvements, not to meet road maintenance requirements. We request close liaison with
local forest companies to identify the road improvement program.

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled
Organisation (CCO)?
The FOA favours option one. The overriding reason being is it is essential Council is involved
and supportive in initiatives such as the Rail Hub which have the potential to have
significant positive impact as they develop. We are involved with other Councils that have
taken a blocking position to forestry related investment in their region. This has limited and
delayed the potential that the industry can offer.
Option 1

The Council establishes a new Rail Hub related CCO for the purposes of developing, operating and maintaining the Marton
Rail Hub and associated assets.
This proposal involves the establishment of an entity (SPV) that will undertake development and future management of the
Rail Hub. The Council’s initial equity investment in the entity will comprise approximately $10M, of which $9.1M is Crown grant
funding.
Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages
• The formation of the CCO is required for the efficient and effective establishment of the SPV.
• The SPV will provide market leadership for the operational success of the Rail Hub and associated third party infrastructure.
• The CCO could be used as a future source of Council income.
Disadvantages
• Through the SPV structure Council will have a lower level of control on the overall Rail Hub Project than if it were the sole
funder of the project
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Note on making this submission public
The FOA is happy for this submission to be made public.

Glen Mackie
Technical Advisor
027 445 0116
Glen.mackie@nzfoa.org.nz
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Kezia Spence
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

info
Monday, 9 May 2022 3:46 pm
Submissions
FW: Annual Plan Submission

#010

From: Mark Taylor <mark@ematx.net>
Sent: Monday, 9 May 2022 3:43 pm
To: info <RDCInformation@rangitikei.govt.nz>
Subject: Annual Plan Submission
To Who it may concern:
This email is a submission to the 2022/2023 Annual Plan.
(I do not have a copy of the form)
Mark Taylor
Chairman, Door of Hope Rangitikei Charitable Trust
157 Waimutu Rd
RD2 Marton 4788
0273 989800
- Key Choices 1, 2 & 3 - no comment
- Anything Else?
Funding for Social Housing in the Rangitikei
Subdivision of land for residential land, including social housing
Kind Regards
Mark Taylor

1
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•- Key Choice 3? (see page 11) We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in RangitTkei?
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Annual Plan 2022 Input
Carolyn Bates
7 Dalrymple Place, Marton

#012

I will attend Oral Submissions on 19 May 22.
Please allocate me a time as late in the day as possible.

setabac@gmail.com
021-342-524

My thoughts on the Consultation Topics
Forestry Differential - I support Option One, that Owners of ‘forestry’classified rateable properties
contribute more towards the cost of repairing the District’s roading network that is caused primarily by
forestry related activity. The rates reduction for other ratepayers.
Rail Hub CCO - I would prefer to have this entity as a Not for Profit with any proceeds put back into the
community to reduce rates. As the Board ought to be locals, there should be no need for any payments to
board members other than necessary expenses.
Climate Change - Please answer these two questions:
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
I am disappointed to see the term immediately in the question - To me, RDC take far too long to achieve
what the present as their aims, so for anything to happen in less than five years, I would be happy to be
wrong to see the initiation of anything to support the provided Examples (which I do agree with):
Offsetting emissions, creating more cycleways, restoring waterways.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
I see that Flood Management, Erosion Barriers, New Technology, Educational Resources; should all have
been on your actively happening list, so yes, they should be included.

Other Input
Drinking Water
At the risk of sounding like a squeaky wheel you are all aware that Marton’s water is far from good and on
occasions appalling. Talk of improvements have already taken far too long and I wonder what the
likelihood is of improvements with the requirements of Three Waters.
Rates incentives
I would like that the Rates Reduction incentives be removed. I am aware of several people who have
moved out of the District as they felt there rates were overly high. If all paid rates, that would mean the
many existing residents would not be providing a subsidy / would have lower rates.
Input to Annual (and Long Term) Plans
I recommend that an option is provided for anyone to provide input at any time, not just the window of
opportunity during the advertised / short timeframe.
Communication
As previously stated, RDC are not the best are communicating and then achieving what they plan eg:
- Development of Kensington Road - people think I mean Makirikiri Road when I talk about developments.
- Rail Hub - a variety of people still think this is to happen at the Railway Station!
I recommend when communicating outside of RDC, that less formal terminology is used eg:
- Instead of people ENGAGING with the Mayor = The Mayor is happy to CHAT or to discuss concerns.
- We will CONSULT with you = Please let us know what you think / Please share your ideas.

Carolyn Bates – Annual Plan 2022 Input
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Residents Surveys
It seems every one is different - how do you reliably compare the results? Consistency would be more than
helpful.
Available “clearly up to date” Documentation
As a regular user of the RDC website, I am regularly frustrated when trying to find some documentation.
I have added this as I appreciate there will be a cost to improve the service provided.
- Most recently, trying to find information regarding the District Plan - I was unable to source information
which was clearly the most up to date, I found several files with different dates which I have yet to
confirm are the most up to date.
- If searching, I have been presented with results which are unclear as to when they came into effect as
well as when looking for current information, I am presented with out of date files, not newer files.
- I appreciate there have been “improvements”, but sometimes not for the better, when users are more
readily using digital options to source information on the District.
Continue to hold information sharing sessions
Online is good as it enables those not free at a specific time to still learn, plus it saves travel for many.
Continue to have Community Committees and Boards
They appear to have a place in the various communities.
The recently established Chair’s meetings, aids the sharing of ideas between the Committees and Boards.
Marton Developments / Civic Centre
As I have expressed previously I (and others) are frustrated at the lengthy investigations and consultation
period before any decisions are made and actions taken. For example: Having lived in Marton since Nov
2013 I understand that there has been talk for many more years regarding the need for better working
facilities at 46 High Street - I am amazed at the apparent lack of progess. I recommend that current and
future projects are assessed, and that information is conveyed to ratepayers to overcome the (to me)
apparent disinterest in residents to have confidence in new projects, when old ones fail to achieve progress
in a realistic time frame.
As stated in previous submissions, I continue to have concerns regarding the pressure on infrastructure will
increase as a result of the expansion of Ohakea as well as other developments in the district.
As I have previously raised - that Council is proposing more consultation and questions how much longer it
will take (to complete the Marton Civic Centre). I do not agree with the current plan, but acknowledge,
progress is required, but the apparent progress, to me is painfully lacking.
I have concerns that potentially affected residents are unaware of potential developments on the horizon,
even if they are within the scope of the District Plan, the lack of information readily conveyed / available
does not sit comfortably with me.

If anyone has any questions regarding this, I’m happy to be contacted: 021-342-524 / setabac@gmail.com.

Carolyn Bates – Annual Plan 2022 Input
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Received 9 May 2022
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John Turkington Limited

#014

252 Broadway
MARTON 4741
Monday 9th May 2022
Mayor Andy Watson
Rangitīkei District Council
46 High Street
MARTON 4741
Subject: SUBMISSION ON 2022/23 ANNUAL PLAN
Dear Andy,
Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you on Thursday 5th May, to discuss the Rangitīkei District
Council’s (the Council’s) proposed rating differential for forestry land (the “differential”). Thank you
also for the opportunity to submit on the Council’s proposed implementation of this differential as
part of the consultation process for the 2022/23 Annual Plan.
John Turkington Limited (“JTL”) supports the implementation of a differential subject to the following
considerations:
Targeted differential
We understand that the rationale for a differential is to address forestry-specific impacts (typically
associated with log transportation) on the Council’s roading network. We therefore note that any
differential should only be applied as a targeted rate to roading charges for land classified as forestry.
This is an important consideration for the fairness and proportionately of the rating method. For
clarity, JTL does not support a differential on the general rate for forestry land.
‘Ringfenced’ fund
JTL supports the implementation of a targeted differential on the basis that funds will be ‘ringfenced’
within the Council’s roading budgets and utilised on forestry-specific roading works. In instances
where roading works may be to the benefit of other road users, we respectfully suggest that rating
differentials on those land users may also be appropriate. JTL therefore expects that the funds from a
targeted differential will be used on roading works where the predominate benefits accrue to forestry
(with the exception of public safety).
Focus on improvement
To justify the rationale for a targeted differential on forestry land, against a backdrop of reduced
central government funding for Council road maintenance, it is important that the differential is
focused on improvements to the roading network and is not utilised simply to offset declining
maintenance budgets. We consider that the Council should draw up a 10-year roading plan, identifying
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priorities and specific projects and costs for the use of the differential and consult on this under the
Council’s Long Term Plan 2023-2033 (due next year). This would allow those affected by the
differential to have a voice on the way the additional funding is spent by Council and which projects
are prioritised.
Minimum area
It is understood that other Councils have successfully implemented roading differentials with a
minimum size applied to the targeted land category. This approach would also be appropriate for the
Rangitīkei District in our view, as a minimum size threshold would: reduce the administrative burden
on Council to manage a separate rating item across a large number of properties; and would focus on
recovery from medium to large forests, for which the cumulative effects of harvesting cause the
greatest roading impacts. We therefore propose that the differential apply to forest land that is
greater than 20 hectares in size to avoid rating small, lower-impact, forestry operations such as farm
woodlots.
Other considerations
Other matters that we consider Council may like to address in their proposal:
Generally, the roading issues associated with forestry are confined to the Hill Country environment
within the District. By comparison, forests growing and harvested in the sand country and lowland
environments have substantially lesser impacts on the District’s roading network, because: the roads
are generally designed to a higher standard and sealed; there is a shorter distance from those
properties to the State Highway network. As an alternative proposal, the Council may like to consider
applying the targeted forestry differential to the Northern Community Ward in this case, to better
target specific roading costs and issues; Or contemplate a unique roading differential for each of the
Northern and Southern wards separately, to better apportion forecast costs.
It is understood that the rating differential will apply to land classified as forestry or predominately
forestry under the Quotable Value system. The ‘Rating revaluations handbook’ (March 2011) used to
assign land classes in the QV system requires that the land be classified according to “the highest and
best use” for each separate property title. It is noted in the handbook that “any significant change in
market dynamics has the potential to affect both values and property categories” (pg. 22). Therefore,
valuation system relied upon by Council to classify land for the purposes of applying the differential,
is a system that describes the highest and best land use of that land according to market conditions at
the time and may not necessarily classify that land according to its actual use. It is a concern for us
that the method proposed might inadvertently apply a targeted differential to land that is not in
forestry, or vice versa.
Thank you for your consideration of our submission. I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours Sincerely,

John Turkington
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#017

Ernslaw One Limited Submission to the Rangitikei District Council
Annual Plan 2022-2023
Ernslaw One acknowledges the road demand imposed by our log trucks on the Rangitikei
District Council’s low volume roads
Ernslaw One Limited (Ernslaw) owns 7,170 hectares of freehold land in Rangitikei District, and
leases another 1,300 ha as Crown Forest Licence, of which 6,400 ha is stocked in plantation
forest (radiata pine), the unstocked areas being either native forest biodiversity reserve areas
or roading and landing infrastructure. Our annual harvest and hence road demand is around
158,296 tonnes, or approximately 5273 truck and trailer loads. The average cart distance on
Council roads to the state highway or rail head is 13.6 km. Our forests areas are as follows:

Total
area (ha)

Net
stocked
area

Kilometres
to state
highway

Annual rates
2021-2022
($)

Annual
harvest
(tonnes)

Average
truck/trailer
loads p/yr

$17,884.80

2,296

74

194

194

17

70

70

9

Santoft (CFL)

1,295

1,032

10

Santoft

2,673

1,861

24

$61,889.90

39,000

1,258

461

416

<1

$4,336.65

42,000

1,355

3,772

2,824

8

$32,395.50

75,000

2,586

Parewanui
Pukehou

Tree Farm
Te Namu

Is the proposal to apply a targeted rate for plantation forestry equitable?
Ernslaw very strongly objects to the proposal flagged in Council’s Annual Plan consultation
document for a targeted rate to apply only to large forest owners, which reads as follows:

“The rate is targeted at land that is predominantly or solely in plantation forestry. Farmers
who want to plant trees on small blocks on their properties can do so without worrying
about the higher rate. The rates that would be collected under the differential would be
additional to the proposed level of rates increase indicated in the Long-Term Plan, and
only apply to properties classified as “forestry land”.1
This proposal is completely unequitable and is arguably ultra-vires. Private woodlot/
production timber resource may have the potential to have proportionately more impact on
roading infrastructure than larger scale operations, particularly where road pavement has not
been designed for heavy vehicle loading. As an example, ten small farm woodlots of 40
hectares in area, would over 30 years generate an almost identical road demand to Ernslaw’s
Tree Farm plantation forest of 416 ha, and hence triggers an equivalent road demand.

1

www.rangitikei.govt.nz/files/general/Consultation-Documents/Annual-Plan-LTP-2021-2031-Year-2Consultationweb.pdf
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Ernslaw submits that any targeted rate would have to be implemented to apply equally to all
owners of plantation forest, large and small. An exception would be where plantation
forestry discharges log trucks directly onto the State Highway, therefore incurring zero
demand on the District roading infrastructure. An example of this within the Ernslaw estate is
Tree Farm Forest. Ernslaw submits that an exemption or remission should necessarily apply in
such cases, pursuant to the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002.
Ernslaw submits that if Council is to proceed with a targeted rate (forestry) then it should
adopt the existing definition of “Plantation forests” to establish what constitutes “Forestry
Land”, as established in the Resource Management (National Environmental Standards for
Plantation Forestry) Regulations 2017. The NES-PF definition establishes a minimum area
threshold (one hectare), and a minimum stand width (30m) to ensure that farm and
horticultural shelterbelts are not captured, as follows:
plantation forest or plantation forestry means a forest deliberately established for commercial
purposes, being—
(a) at least 1 ha of continuous forest cover of forest species that has been planted and has or will be
harvested or replanted; and
(b) includes all associated forestry infrastructure; but
(c) does not include—
(i) a shelter belt of forest species, where the tree crown cover has, or is likely to have, an
average width of less than 30 m; or
(ii) forest species in urban areas; or
(iii) nurseries and seed orchards; or
(iv) trees grown for fruit or nuts; or
(v) long-term ecological restoration planting of forest species; or
(vi) willows and poplars space planted for soil conservation purposes
Ernslaw submits that any extra rate-take be hypothecated for upgrades of bridges and other
constraints on roads that are, or will be, used by log trucks to enable the deployment of 50-max2 and
larger High Productivity Motor Vehicles (HPMVs). Ernslaw understands the Turakina Valley Road has
one or more bridges that currently prevent the use of HPMVs. Importantly, all rural sectors would
be beneficiaries of bridge upgrades to accommodate HPMVs.
What are Council’s duties under the Local Government Act?
It is Councils role to ensure that community assets and infrastructure are maintained to a
usable standard over the life of each asset. Those assets, including roads, have a designed
life, and a maintenance schedule that accordingly addresses pavement wear on roads.
That maintenance schedule must be funded from appropriate sources, as detailed in section
101(3) of the Local Government Act 2001…

2

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/commercial-driving/high-productivity/
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Pursuant to subclauses (i) and (ii), consideration must be made in respect of the community
outcomes the activity contributes to, as well as the distribution of benefits between the
community as a whole, any identifiable part of the community, and individuals. There is an
implication therefore, that funding mechanisms are distributed with equivalency between
primary beneficiaries of the asset, meaning therefore that it is an “equitable” allocation
mechanism.
While the Local Government Act sets out the duties for Councils when setting rates, the Local
Government (Rating) Act 2002 identifies the mechanisms by which that funding can be
sourced from the beneficiaries of assets. These mechanisms include uniform charges, user
pays, beneficiary pays, and ratings that are allocated to units based on either capital value,
annual value and/or land value on an annual basis. Other mechanisms include financial
contributions for environmental impacts, development contributions and public/private
partnerships.
In many cases, local authorities charge annual rates based on land value. This means that for
land-based activities, such as forestry, dairy farming or cropping, the scale of inputs and
outputs is based on the area of land involved and its “Highest and Best Use” valuation. We
understand that this has been the mechanism used to obtain rates from asset users by the
Rangitikei District Council to date.
Who are the roading users in the Rangitikei District?
The Rangitikei District is fundamentally rural in character, with a small rate-payer base (less
than 25,0003), and containing a diverse range of industries, mainly primary sector-based,
including (not exhaustively):
Dairy
Water cartage
Drystock beef
Cropping and grains
Other livestock (deer, pigs, etc)
Waste materials
Forestry
Quarrying/aggregates
Fertiliser plants
Stockfeeds (including Palm Kernel)
Bioenergy (wood chip & pellets)
Meat processing
House relocation
Timber mills
3

A strategic aim for the Council is to boost population growth to 25,000 within the District.
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All of the above industries would create road demand and hence an impact on pavement
wear across both high volume and low volume roads in the District. Importantly, rural roads
are not assets to be protected from wear; rather, they are assets that require maintenance to
facilitate economic activity in rural areas and the economic multipliers arising from that.
In 2015, Local Government New Zealand (LGNZ), established a special interest group (SIG)
for low volume roads to better understand cost allocation mechanisms for, and the
management and maintenance of district roading networks supporting moderate volumes of
heavy traffic. This SIG comprises roading engineers from various road-controlling authorities,
although it is noted that Rangitikei District Council was not, at the time, among them.
From its establishment, the SIG has benefitted from a number of specific reports including a
2017 report4 which established a method for councils to make rating allocation formulae,
and to allocate to rating units the cost of pavement maintenance for low volume roads
necessitated by industrial activity, including primary industries5, and to achieve this pro-rata
to a particular industries level of traffic loading annually.6
A partnership report by TERNZ Transport Research, (The Impact of Land Use on Pavement
Wear (April 2017)), aimed to fill a gap in knowledge as to the contribution by different
industries to levels of impact on roading assets, as industry-specific information was at that
time limited to forestry and quarrying.
All this information has benefitted local authorities, and industry groups, with increased
understanding of mechanisms available to quantify the cost, operationally, to road
controlling authorities, and to develop equitable mechanisms to respond to that cost, via
robust and transparent processes.
If a local authority proposes any additional rate, including a targeted rate for roading under
Section 16 of the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002, then these should be clearly
articulated and specified. Section 17 of that Act requires that Council identify the categories
of rateable land for setting targeted rate. Land in ownership by “large forest owners” as
proposed by Council fails to satisfy Sections 16 and 17.
While the Rangitikei District Council has sought to understand the impact of forestry users
on the District’s roads, the same localised information has not been made available to
ratepayers, (and appears not to have been commissioned), to quantify and understand
roading impacts generally across the District, or amongst the other heavy vehicle traffic users
from the range of industries within the Rangitikei.
It is well recognised that rating according to land value is a blunt instrument and is not the
most accurate mechanism to allocate funding in an equitable, or pro rata way, amongst road
users. For instance, dairy factories, meat processing units, timber mills and quarries, have a

4

Guidelines for Equitable Funding of Pavement Maintenance for Low Volume Roads. Road Controlling
Authorities Forum (NZ) Inc. Special Interest Group on Low Volume Roads. (2017)
5
Guidelines for equitable funding of pavement maintenance for low volume roads. p V.
6
Ibid. p 6.
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much higher road usage than the land area accorded to those rating units.7 Furthermore,
Road User Charges (RUCs) are collected by Central Government and reallocated to District
Councils based on the pavement wear impact of vehicles and their distance travelled,
another costing mechanism to be rationalised with industrial road users.8
If the policy weights are all equal, a user pays approach is conceivably the most appropriate
amongst the range of available options to apportion funding from roading users. However,
different policy weight could, and perhaps should, be levied to account for ‘distance’, and
‘production intensity’ across multiple industry’s benefiting from use of low volume roads,
providing a closer fit to the “user pays” principle.9
Should a forestry differential be introduced?
Ernslaw cannot answer this question, as the Rangitikei District Council simply hasn’t provided
the information to support any consideration of the proposal, to comprehensively compare
the options, or even to have any confidence that a targeted differential would result in a
more targeted delivery by the Council of low volume road maintenance. The assessment of
‘advantages’ and ‘disadvantages’ is overly simplistic and in no way factors any evidencebased consideration of road users, or analysis of actual roading impacts.
It is not clear that the Council has considered any other alternatives to the two options
presented. It is not demonstrated that the Council has considered the community outcomes
to which the activity primary contributes, or the distribution of benefits across and within the
community.
We submit that the local authority has not demonstrated a consideration of the extent to
which the actions or inaction of particular individuals or a group contribute to the need to
undertake the activity10, or of actual costs and benefits, including consequences for
transparency and accountancy, of funding the activity distinctly from other activities.11
Ernslaw therefore submits that, in the interest of time, the Rangitikei District Council would
be best to adopt the status quo option and look to provide an evidence-based set of
proposals at the next annual planning cycle, or before.
Finally, Ernslaw supports the submission by New Zealand Forest Owners Association
(NZFOA), in particular, the submissions describing the rotational nature of production
forestry, and the adoption of methods to calculate an equitable, and reasonable quantum of
funding from industrial road users. For brevity, we do not repeat those points here.

7

The Impact of Land Use on Pavement Wear. TERNZ Transport Research. Prepared for The RCA Forum and New
Zealand Forest Owners Association. April 2017. p 27.
8
Forest owners contract road transport operators to carry their goods and in doing so the contract rate includes
costs to the operator such as fuel costs and RUC charges. The forest owners are in effect paying for the use of
roads through RUC’s and through payment of land rates.
9
Guidelines for equitable funding of pavement maintenance for low volume roads. p 22.
10
Section 101(3)(a)(iv) Local Government Act 2001.
11
Section 101(3)(a)(v) Local Government Act 2001.
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New Marton Rail Hub Council-Controlled Organisation
Ernslaw is very supportive of the proposed Marton rail hub and Council Controlled
Organisation (CCO) to oversee its establishment. Although, due to the nature of Ernslaw log
flows to our sawmill and pulp mill at Tangiwai in neighbouring Ruapehu District, we may not
be a user or a direct beneficiary, we support the direction the Council is taking to improve
the infrastructure and transport choices for forestry and other sectors in the District.
The proposed Marton rail hub will serve to reduce the length of log cart on the State
Highway network thus freeing up log truck drivers to complete more short shuttles each
day. Ernslaw becomes a beneficiary because our log cartage contractors also cart logs to
ports for other owners, so the proposed rail hub will effectively increase the pool of drivers
for all owners.
Further, given our Government’s declaration of a climate emergency, we support rail to ports
because that emits significantly less Carbon per tonne of log hauled noting that, for the
moment, we do not have the option of running log trucks on synthetic diesel or biodiesel.
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission. We would welcome the opportunity
to speak to this submission should Council provide the opportunity.
Lynette Baish
Registered Member NZ Planning Institute
Tel. 027 880 2964
Address for service:
Ernslaw One Limited
31 Bridge Street
Bulls
4818
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Rangitikei District Council 2022/23 Annual Plan Submissions
Att: Democracy and Planning
Private Bag 1102
Marton 4741
9 May 2022
Tuia te rangi i runga
Tuia te rangi ki raro
Tuia te here tāngata
Ka rongo te ao,
Ka rongo te po,
Tēnā koe

Te Rūnanga o Ngā Wairiki – Ngāti Apa Submission to the RDC Annual Plan 2022-2023

Te Rūnanga o Ngā Wairiki – Ngāti Apa owns around 3,700 hectares of forestry land in the Rangitīkei District. 700
hectares is licensed to Crown Forestry and around 2,500 hectares are subject to a license to Ernslaw One Limited.
Around 500 hectares are owned and managed directly by the Iwi. Whilst our license holders generally have
responsibility for the payment of rates, this is changing as we progressively resume ownership of trees in the
Santoft Forest.
The Rūnanga submits against the charging of a forestry differential on the basis that there has been inadequate
consultation with our Iwi Rūnanga over the proposal, and we perceive that this proposal impacts negatively on
us. In our opinion, the proposed forestry differential is likely to disproportionately burden us as a large forest
owner compared to other forest owners and land users whose activities also affect the District’s roads. Also, in
our case, we are a new forester, who is spending millions establishing forestry with no cashflow for the next 10
years, and now mature log harvest for 25 years, so our impact on local roads will be very minimal for quite some
time to come.

Heoi anō

Grant Huwyler
Group CEO
Te Rūnanga o Ngā Wairiki – Ngāti Apa

Hendersons Line | PO Box 124 Marton |
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Submission: 19
4/8/2022 6:32:01 AM

Ingoa/Name:*

Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:

Īmēra/Email:

Waea/Phone:

Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
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Anything else?
Seal cobber jain ave asap

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 20
4/14/2022 2:53:37 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Grace Laws
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
1 Frood St Bulls
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
Focus all available resources on reducing climate change and preventing further damage to our
environment
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
Money to plant and wildlife -related projects
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Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
Remain_Private
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Submission: 22
4/24/2022 9:55:43 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Emma Watson
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
other
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
other
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
Put it on hold until theye cost of living crisis looks better

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
Curbside recycling
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
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Curbside recycling

Anything else?
Increasing rates by 7.8% is alot for most right now - keep things as they are, 0lans can wait. People
are more important.

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 23
4/24/2022 11:51:34 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Jake
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Jta426@gmail.com
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
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Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 24
4/25/2022 3:53:45 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Russell Bowen
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Jane
Kāinga noho/Address:
Parewanui Roa
Īmēra/Email:
janenrussellbowen@gmail.co
Waea/Phone:
3220937
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
other
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
Its the other 'assets' that concern me. The rail hub itself sounds ok but with my extremely limited
knowledge or understanding of what is at stake I can only say that plastic is plastic not matter what
material it is derived from. Better forestry by-products are out there. We are rural not backward. I'm
guessing someone is trying to take advantage of our low population and open skies but there is only
one sky.
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We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
Build up - smaller foot print, more green, less run-off
Encourage rain water catching -engage with plumbers and artists on how to catch water off sheds then advertise - less run off, less infrastructure pressure
Work with Fed Farmers - hold open days at farms where the most efficient cultivation tools are used.
Advertise.

What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 25
4/25/2022 11:35:50 PM

Ingoa/Name:*
Barbara Atkinson
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
24A Oxford St, Marton, 4710, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
barbara.berg@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
274587586
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
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Look at different recycling options as soon as the problem of where the recycling will be sent is
resolved.
Look again at providing recycling bins to houses, businesses etc.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 26
4/26/2022 3:12:06 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Rodger Rangi
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
2438 State Highway 1, Hunterville,RD1 Marton, 4787, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
metek9@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
64274257867
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 2
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 2
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
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Reduce Dairy Farming.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
Wind farms,Permanent Forestry.

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 27
4/26/2022 5:12:50 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Waru Panapa
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Ratana Resident
Kāinga noho/Address:
12 Ratana Road, Ratana, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4581, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
Waru8@me.com
Waea/Phone:
273430405
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
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We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
Facilitate the transition from Dairy Farming to Hydroponics.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
Develop Desalination plants to contribute to the reduction of rising sea levels.

Anything else?
Collaborate with Taupo and Taranaki to build hydrogen fuel plants.

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 28
4/26/2022 6:48:17 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Tim Whitehouse
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
203 Bridge Street, Bulls, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4818, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
whitehouse.tim.jo@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
272201167
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
Get on with it progress is very slow.

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
i know the council does not own bonny glen landfill any more .but i think the amount of rubbish that
comes from out of the immediate area should stop. and some form of recycling /powersource
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burning process to the rubbish needs to happen .we cannot just keep doing what is happening at the
moment.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
as above

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 29
4/26/2022 7:02:03 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Tim Whitehouse
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Bridge St, Bulls, 4818, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
whitehouse.tim.jo@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
272201167
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
the tree owners whether they are the landowners or others should be paying some form of a tax or
pay for damage that will occur to the local roads when logs are harvested.

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
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Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 30
4/26/2022 10:18:03 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Martin Boswell
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
19 High Street, Bulls, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4818, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
martin.j.boswell@outlook.com
Waea/Phone:
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
other
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
ditto

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
other
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
CCOs need careful oversight to avoid high salaries among their CEOs and staff for little gain. You
should have explained why Rangitikei once had a CCO and no longer does. Why is a CCO even
needed? Why not keep it inside the Council? But a CCO is better than outsourcing the whole thing.

We want to hear from you about climate change...
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Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
Plan for larger reservoirs. Build a proper path for walkers on Te Ara along SH3 and out to Koitiata.
Probably need to plan for shifting Scotts Ferry and Koitiata but the locals will hate the idea. At least
Rangitikei does not have much of a coastline - bonus.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
The peak of planned debt is very high for the ratepayer base.
Better respect for and protection of historic buildings like the old Bulls Town Hall.
Bulls and Sanson need a proper bypass with a new bridge over the Rangitikei, I suggest well to the
east of Bulls. Are you working with NZTA on that yet? If not, you should be. The traffic in Bulls and
Sanson is bad - especially trucks blasting through 24/7 and many do use their engine brakes even
though they are not supposed to.
Traffic light or other interim traffic management system at main intersection in Bulls. Bridge St in
Bulls is a nightmare for pedestrians, which is a shame for a small town.
Does Marton have an electric car charging station? If not, this should be organised.

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 31
4/28/2022 12:42:53 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Randall McIlwaine
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
T&J McIlwaine Ltd
Kāinga noho/Address:
35 Russell St, Marton, 4710, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
randall@mcilwaine.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
274423503
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 2
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
Harvesting is a one off event every 25 to 30 years. Forest owners still pay rates when they do not use
the roads.

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
A great move to encourage business in town and the Rangitikei
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We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 32
4/29/2022 12:04:15 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Karen Kennedy
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
3A Ongo Road, Hunterville, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4730, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
karengailkennedy@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
272853944
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
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Can we please work rapidly towards a nil landfill outcome.
Urgently need to develop a plan on 100 percent recycling.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
Recycling bin, all separated. Could we expand our local recycle centre to take all waste.
Could we look to set up composting centre to take all food waste.

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 33
4/29/2022 4:04:47 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Pete Galpin
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Wellington Rd, Marton, 4710, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
pete@galpin.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
63268260
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 2
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
Loading forestry with additional costs for Roading that may not be needed for 25 years is unfair

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
other
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
Privately run and owned operation
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We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What is the proven effect of climate change in the Rangitikei? Apart from an increase in C02 which
aids in plant growth
If you must do something then reduce council wasteage
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
None

Anything else?
Can you justify a stand-alone council for so few ratepayers?
Please revisit amalgamation with Manawatu, at least they are efficient

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 34
4/30/2022 9:53:30 PM

Ingoa/Name:*
Lynda Bradley
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
124 West Rd, Hunterville, 4785, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
lynda.stuart.bradley@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
63228461
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
We are one of 3 residents on West Rd (gravel) At the end of our road are thousands of hectares of
pine ready for harvest. Forestry have been removing trees and doing roading over the past two
summers in preparation for fulltime logging due to start in July. We have had serious discussions with
Ernslaw One and council with regard to the huge dust problem and damage to the road caused by
logging and gravel trucks already. We have been told that there could be up to 40 truckloads a day
on this road and logging will take 9 years. There are other blocks of trees also due to come on stream
also. This will cause logistical problems for our farming operation but more importantly serious
health issues if the dust problem is not addressed. Stuart suffers from asthma and our roof water is
compromised as dust hangs in the whole valley. Provision for tarsealing should have been made
years ago. How have forestry blocks been valued for rates?
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Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 35
5/2/2022 12:07:33 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Nerolie Goddard
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
89 Mill Street, Marton, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4710, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
ncbaines@hotmail.com
Waea/Phone:
6.4204141848e+11
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
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What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
Better drainage. With the amount of water our drains cannot handle it and there is frequent road
flooding leading to potential house flooding. It is not just a matter of keeping drains clear, oftentimes
there is just too much water for the drains to handle.

Anything else?
Please stop assuming that the rise in house valuations means that the occupants salaries rise also.
Just because my home is now worth over double what it was 2 years ago that does not mean my
salary has matched. we are all still struggling to pay rates and increased living costs.

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 36
5/2/2022 8:28:04 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Kelsey Smith
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
42 Ongo Road, Hunterville, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4730, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
Kelsey.smith1973@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
212649882
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
other
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
Does not apply to Hunterville.

We want to hear from you about climate change...
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Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
That Rangitikei District Council support the work of the Hunterville Community Sports Complex by
providing financial assistance towards the purchase of equipment (e.g. nets) needed as part of their
work to upgrade the turf in Hunterville. I understand that a community group has completed a large
proportion of the funds required for the upgrade and a contribution from RDC would contribute to
supporting healthy communities.

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 37
5/3/2022 2:13:34 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Candice
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
I agree with Option 1, I think it is fair. It should be monitored into the future to ensure it remains fair.

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
- Sensible planning of concreting new development areas/roading and the impact this has on surface
flooding.
- Waterway planting, protection, and restoration of nearby land.
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- Stop allowing companies to reshape the Rangitīkei River in Bulls unless critical. Braided rivers are
braided for a reason.
- Consider innovative connection solutions between local hubs e.g. Marton & Bulls
cycleway/walkways, buses, transport sharing.
- Identify wetland areas and restore them.
- Assist and Incentivize landowners to replant non-productive land into native. Provide information
about how biodiversity restoration has benefits for farmers.
- Provide information:
a) such as wellington city council and Auckland city council on eco-sourcing & climate friendly
solutions.
b) about how small dwellings can make positive environmental choices such as eco-sourcing,
pollinator plants, shade planting, root systems and surface flooding.
c) about the consequences of concrete compared to gravel on driveways.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
Natural flood management.
Educational resources.
Resilience in infrastructure planning e.g. roading.

Anything else?
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Submission: 38
5/3/2022 2:37:03 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Micah
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
6 Pain Street, Bulls, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4818, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
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Anything else?
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Submission: 39
5/4/2022 4:04:45 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Jo Todd
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
25 Hunia Street, Marton, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4710, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
jointga@yahoo.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
64274649800
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
other
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
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Anything else?
The rates increases proposed for the next 10 years are beyond ridiculous, who do you think can
afford these increases, we are a small town and personal we have a limited income which is why we
purchased in marton.
The water is discussing, and not fit for use.
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Submission: 40
5/4/2022 4:53:04 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Mellisa Brown
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
17 Bruce Street
Īmēra/Email:
millybrown902@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
272900566
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
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Anything else?
I would like to submit for a massive fundraiser we are currently undertaking for the Hunterville
Community. The Hunterville Community Sports Complex needs a replacement turf after 20 years of
use. This complex is used every day of the year, widely by school students and many other sporting
groups such as tennis, hockey, cricket and rugby. This is a very important hub of the community. We
have tried to reinvent how to approach fundraising safely & relatively contactless with the current
covid climate. We have already succeeded with a sheep crutching day and an online auction which
raised close to $15k. The total amount we need to raise is approx $140,000. I am asking the council
to consider funding for new sports equipment such as nets and hockey goals? The quotes we have
obtained so far are approx $20,000. Please take the time to consider this for a very worthy small and
wider community asset.

Thank you.
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Submission: 41
5/4/2022 9:15:11 PM

Ingoa/Name:*
Lyn Duncan
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
464 Wellington Road, Marton, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4710, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
misspiggy699@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
63276269
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
other
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
Not if its a cost to the ratepayers

We want to hear from you about climate change...
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Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
RATES INCREASE
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A rates rise at this time is unthinkable and would cause a great deal of hardship for many families.
Many people are struggling to pay their rates now. Myself included.
Rents are at an all time high, a rates increase will cause more rent increases.
Grocery prices have risen to ridiculous heights and a rate rise is going to cause
less food on the tables. Many are struggling to feed their families and depend on donations and
foodbanks now.
Fixed Incomes.. where are these people going to find more money to pay more rates when there
is no chance of getting more money.
Fuel prices have skyrocketed costing lots more for people having to travel to the cities for work.
Less money for rates.
If there is such a shortage of cash why were the people building new homes in Marton offered
free rates for a certain time. If they wanted to live in Marton they would still have moved here
without current ratepayers having to subsidise them.
It is my understanding that some other councils charge land developers per section in a new
housing subdivision. Is this happening in the Rangitikei and if not, why not. That would be bringing in
more cash, maybe enough to cover the proposed Rates increase.
Please reconsider the proposed Rates increase. Thank you for your time
Lyn Duncan
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Submission: 42
5/4/2022 10:08:16 PM

Ingoa/Name:*
Grant Wilson
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
143 Hendersons Line RD3 Martron 4789
Īmēra/Email:
grantwilson2@yahoo.com
Waea/Phone:
69270036
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
Irrelevant to most in the Rangitikei District.- this should not have been included in the consultation
process. Consultations should have been held with those directly affected.
What about a consultation question on water quality - more important surely!

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
What is the railhub for? There are so many questions with this, and all the Mayor and Council can
do is provide a confusing summary in the household flyer "2022/23 Annual Plan Consultation. The
flyer should have provided details of where and how citizens can access further information on the
railhub CCO. Just to give another example of the arrogant way the Mayor and Council treat the
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Rangitikei Citizens - in December 2021 - I believe a governance team was appointed to this project.
The members of that governance team or panel have never been announced to Rangitikei Citizens.
The Mayor and Council are currtently bringing the same levels of incompetence to this project as
they so wonderfully displayed with the Bulls Commun ity Centre Project.

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
Scrap the Rail Hub project and the industrial emissions activity that will go with it.
For instance a debarking plant puts out huge emissiions - refer to New Scientist magazine for
information on this.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
A new team of councillors who are prepared to stand up and actively question why the present
Mayor is so intent on bringing huge new emissions to our area.
I am using this space for other comments. Why in the box below is the council limiting comments

Anything else?
The proposed rates increases should have been included in this consultation. The fact that have not
smacks of utter arrogance. The Mayor in the Facebook consultations blames the rise in property
values for citizens increasing rates bills. Most of us get that, but what we don't get is why the Mayor
does not appreciate why other rate rises affect people. For those renting - landlords costs go up,
landlords put up rents to compensate, thus impacting directly household spending.

The flyer 2022/23 Annual Plan Consultation is another example of incompetence from the Mayor
and Council. It is so short on detail on the actual "decisions"to be made. All in all it is a sloppy job for instance in the flyer where does it actuallly say that submissions close at 5pm on Monday 9 May.
It's just another example of a Mayor and Council out of their depth - Bulls Community Centre, Water
issues, Rates rises -roll on the Local Body Ellections.

Why is this box limited to 1000 characters

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 43
5/4/2022 11:32:56 PM

Ingoa/Name:*
Lynette Thompson
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Hunterville Community Sports Trust
Kāinga noho/Address:
46 Paraekaretu Street, Hunterville
Īmēra/Email:
LynetteT@crgrace.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
212228242
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
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Anything else?
I am a committee member of the Hunterville Community Sports Complex. We are undertaking a
fundraiser to replace the turf after 20 years of constant use by the school and community. This is the
hub of the community. The school use the turf on a daily basis. I have used the turf for playing
sports - ie - hockey, netball and tennis over the years. As a committee we have raised money locally.
Due to the current covid restrictions we have worked very hard to raise these funds from our very
supportive community. I would like to submit for funding of new sports equipment for the complex
such as tennis nets, hockey goals, netball goal stands, etc. to the sum of $20,000.00. Your
consideration and help with this would be very much appreciated.
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Submission: 44
5/5/2022 2:44:20 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Kerin Ratima
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Hunterville Community Sports Complex
Kāinga noho/Address:
Bruce Street, Hunterville
Īmēra/Email:
hcsc.turf@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
273228462
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
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What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
We have been undertaking the mammoth task of raising funds to resurface the sports turf located at
Hunterville School and well used by the whole community. We would be grateful if the council
would assist to the value of $20,000 to fund new portable tennis nets and frames, and hockey goals
for use by both children and alike.
Thank you very much for your consideration.
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Submission: 45
5/5/2022 5:44:09 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Annoynomous
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 2
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
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How can the rates this year not change from what was proposed in the ltp? Inflation has been more
than any inflation used for ltps. You're essentially saying you can complete the same work for no
additional cost although cost of services have risen more than what was planned, seems like there
are some factors not being taken Into consideration, I hope this means more debt is not being taken
by council to find this shortfall.
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Submission: 46
5/5/2022 11:58:49 PM
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Submission: 47
5/6/2022 1:22:10 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Murray Guy
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
M&M Guy Trusts
Kāinga noho/Address:
774 Brandon Hall Road, Santoft, Bulls, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4894, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
m.guy@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
274396390
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
other
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
The proposal to target all forestry properties with a rating differential is inequitable and unfair. "One
size does not fit all". There is a huge difference in roading requirements and costs between the
predominant sand country forests in the south, compared to the northern hill country forests. A
rating premise is to identify the exaserbators of the issue and consider their contribution to the
solution, which I assume is the need for higher rates for the level of service(roading). A question
posed in your plan is around how can we reduce the impact of climate change on the district. A
logical answer is to encourage more forestry, with the inherit benefits of increased land stability,
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increased carbon sequestration, and increased incomes. Is a targeted rate for forestry not counterproductive in case?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 48
5/6/2022 3:06:04 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Charlotte Oswald
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Taihape playground group
Kāinga noho/Address:
5 Pukeko St, Taihape, 4720, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
char_lottie@hotmail.com
Waea/Phone:
64273223566
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
Better access to recycling
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Warmer homes
Incentives for bike riding - more tracks and lanes

What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
The playground needs updating. More help please on moving forward on this project.

Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 49
5/7/2022 12:56:05 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Christine
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
31 Harris Street, Marton, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4710, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
mullinchris307@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
64273670846
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 2
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
Make it beautiful even industrial environments can show some respect to the land they are on.

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
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Carless days surely one can not use their vehicle for 1 day a week or fortnight.
Plant more trees.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
Water pools, trees, flaxes

Anything else?
We really need to get that view of Maunga Ruapehu back up our Broadway - a subtle but an itegral
part on a connection to the Rangitikei - Please reconsider your "panoramic view "policy in this case it
is rediculous. When people look up and say "Wow", "thats beautiful" "look" its sending great energy
around our district.
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Submission: 50
5/7/2022 1:38:38 PM

Ingoa/Name:*
Charlotte Rowland
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
29 Harris Street, Marton, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4710, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
charlotteannie2013@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
21894720
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
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Safe cycle ways but more importantly better public transport - the Palmerston North bus is great if
you work right in the city and 9 to 5, maybe find out if there is enough interest to have a bus that
gets to Palmerston North much earlier and leaves later - I for one would use it.
Recycling collection from homes - it is so disheartening to see recycling in peoples rubbish. Recycling
bins alongside rubbish bins in the town centres?

What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
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Submission: 51
5/8/2022 2:22:43 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Robert Snijders
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
5 Grey Street, Marton
Īmēra/Email:
moolookiwi@outlook.com
Waea/Phone:
210410001
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
A Forestry Differential has always been required. Logging is creating damage to roads.
How will (1) the extra funding be held and targeted at roads affected by logging, (2) what is the
projected annual revenue from this targeted rate, i.e. how many properties for example and (3)
where is Horizons in all of this due to damage on structures from 'slash' for example.

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
other
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Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
Another vehicle that includes independent oversight.
This consultation document provides no details like a business plan, governance structure, who will
sit on the board, projected operating costs, development costs, revenue, ratepayer contributions and
rules for example. This should be properly formulated and presented to the ratepayers as a separate
consultation.

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
As a starter, we should stop single occupancy use of council vehicles to travel from home to work on
a regular basis. I see on a regularly basis council vehicles travelling to Marton from either Whanganui
or Fielding. There is obviously a cost but also an unnecessary waste of fuel.
In addition, with all the development taking place in Marton for example, sustainable drainage and
rainwater reuse policies should have been implemented and extended to existing property owners.
This would go some way to solving the drinking water issue.
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
Better well thought through policies.
Consultation documents that are unbiased

Anything else?
1) You should not highlight council's preferred option. It will naturally sway the result.
2) No rates remission incentives should be available to incentivise development. The money would
be better spent making the towns the new development resides in more attractive.
3) The Development Contributions Policy should also be revised. Last year in June when it was
revised the document stated that very little development was taking place and so no contributions
were required. Quite the opposite. And what is it costing the ratepayers in infrastructure
improvements for example and what will need to be provided for in the future. And should
ratepayers subsidise developers' profits?
4) The council should provide a proper breakdown on all the costs highlighted in the Annual Plan, for
example the $11m earmarked for Marton's water supply. After the cost for a new bore there is much
left for treatment.
Privacy Act 2020
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Submission: 52
5/8/2022 2:36:22 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Tracy Gee
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Pukepapa Road Ext, Lake Alice, Bulls, 4789, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
tlgee1000@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
62124545
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
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Anything else?
This survey was awful- the options were not clear or explained and where are the choices to make
my concerns known about your planned rate increases. This is no way to run a democratic vote by
your residents - in fact you seem to be making it harder than ever for us to have our say.
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Submission: 53
5/8/2022 4:23:20 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Keith Gray
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Koitiata Community
Kāinga noho/Address:
25 Omanu Street, Koitiata, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4581, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
kagbeach@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
63273985
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
No

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
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What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
include 2 showers 2 toilets an open air kitchen area and a cleaners area. These facilities have gone
well past their use by date and are no longer able to be kept to a hygienic standard. These facilities
get used by hundreds of campers and the general public that visit the area. The first submission
about this was put in in 2017 and now it is time for either a total rebuild or a total upgrade. There are
more and more people using these facilities as Koitiata becomes more popular and 2 toilets and 2
showers are not enough. One other option with the total upgrade would be to install a permaloo dry
vault toilet positioned near the access to the beach for public use however the existing facilities still
need urgent attention. I look forward to hearing you response. Regards Keith Gray, Chairman of the
Koitiata Residents Committee
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Submission: 54
5/8/2022 4:28:30 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Graeme Munro/ Diane Brown
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Koitiata campground
Īmēra/Email:
gdmun@hotmail.com
Waea/Phone:
226905654
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
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Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

There is a major problem with an open drain that floods,
caused by rain and farm runoff which drains into estuary.The water in the estuary rises and floods
the area.adjacent to camp.The drain is situated along road to camp with non powered sites on one
side and powered sites on the other side.Families camping with young children run the risk of a child
falling in and drowning.Also the playground is in close proximity to drain as well.The drain is about
1metre deep and has no outlet so floods often after rain.It has damaged the road to the camp and is
not fenced.It is only a matter o time before we have a possible drowning.

Anything else?
The campground toilets/showers are in need of a complete makeover.we have been custodians for
the last 4 years and the increase of travelers has tripled if not more over that time.Also day visitors to
the beach have increased at about the same rate.The toilet/shower facility is a health and safety
issue with wall linings rotting and falling off drains are sub standard sewage backs up in open drains
when sump blocks.The number 1 comment we receive from campers is they love camping at Koitiata
but don't want to use the ablution block because of the health hazards.We believe in excess of
$50000.00 at least
would have to be spent to bring it up to a satisfactory standard.
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Submission: 55
5/8/2022 9:25:57 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Taihape Squash Club Incorporated
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Squash Club
Kāinga noho/Address:
12 Kokako Street
Īmēra/Email:
lasercraft@hotmail.com
Waea/Phone:
6463880634
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
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What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
The Taihape Squash Club is well advanced with its expansion plans. The area we have currently been
allocated by council unfortunately does not match the plans that we have received back from our
architect. We were unaware of this issue until we began the resource consent process. We are
seeking to show our plans and highlight the additional area that we require to accommodate our
planned expansion. Given the funding windows that are in place and the positive responses we have
received from these supporting organisations we require a streamlined process to meet the
deadlines that we have been given. We look forward to discussing this with you and answering any
questions you may have.
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Submission: 56
5/9/2022 3:06:53 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Geoff Mills
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
45 Hawkestone Road, Marton, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4710
Īmēra/Email:
geoffmillsnz@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
220441396
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
other
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
The forestry rate differential is too blunt an instrument because it does not reflect the impact of
logging large areas of forestry land versus smaller blocks, To put this in perspective one of our
recently logged 10ha block generated about 200 fully loaded truck and trailer units over a two
month period - a once in a 27 year event .

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 2
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
Marton Rail Hub - RDC has not provided a clear understanding of the concept.
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We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
RDC is late to the party !
What is the RDC strategy for reducing the impact of climate change ?
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Submission: 57
5/9/2022 3:22:20 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Wayne Aldridge
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Wayne Aldridge T/A Aldridge & Co
Kāinga noho/Address:
P.O.Box 130, Palmerston North
Īmēra/Email:
waldridge@infogen.net.nz
Waea/Phone:
64274429258
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
I own a small property on West Road, Hunterville that will have a forestry differential applied to it.
I've owned the property for nearly 30 years and have always paid a full roading rate. Apart from very
occasional light vehicle visits I have placed no stress on the road during that time. It is totally unfair
to charge a differential when I will only use the road for one year in thirty. Heavy vehicle visits to a
conventional farm over 30 years would far exceed the movements to my property at harvest time. I
TOTALLY DISAGREE WITH YOUR PROPOSAL!

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
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We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?

Anything else?
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Submission: 58
5/9/2022 3:23:10 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Sally Patrick
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
28 Signal Street, Marton, Manawatu-Whanganui, 4710, NZL
Īmēra/Email:
sallystclair@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
272006163
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 1*
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
The differential should probably be higher. I note some local authorities have set it at 4 times the
residential rate. To have the detail on how much we as ratepayers have paid to fix forest industrydamaged roads in our district over the last 5 years wold be helpful for next year's AP, and following
LTP.

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
other
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
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My comments relate to CCOs in general, as the future of the planned MRH is still to be confirmed.
CCOs offer advantages to Councils in specific circumstances. However, as the recent Royal
Commission into Auckland's CCO model states, a CCO poses a number of risks to its constituent
community, potentially
*excessive focus on CCO objectives, at the expense of council-wide collaboration
*need to monitor a CCO, whose overheads may increase service delivery costs
*reduced ability to manage risks originating in a CCO
*CCO’s drive for organisational efficiency at the expense of community outcomes
*fragmentation of council functions or services
*diminished say by customers and residents over how a CCO delivers services.

How RDC would ensure effective monitoring of a CCOs's performance/outcomes, risks and
diminished community consultation on future states of its core business would need to be
addressed to the Rangitīkei community's satisfaction prior to any such establishment.

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
I'm surprised RDC hasn't offered a Draft Climate Change Strategy in advance of this year's AP process.
I support the statement in Last year's adopted LTP, p.20. Although this relates specifically to ensuring
resilience of Council assets, the general sweep of its narrative reveals the Rangitīkei-wide issues with
which we as a community need Council to take the lead in mitigating (as mentioned: sea-level rise;
extreme weather events; infrastructure breakdown; etc.) I support the continued work of the
Council-employed Senior Strategic Planner (LTP p20) who's working on the Spatial Plan, which will
consider the effect of climate change and the impacts it will have on the District.

I submit also that it is crucial to include the potential breakdown of communication networks within
the considered mitigation measures.

What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
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As above: a really good, funded strategy. I see Northland District Council has just adopted theirs
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/northern-advocate/news/northland-gets-nzs-first-region-wide-localgovernment-climate-change-adaptation-strategy/IYNGVS7BA2VWDX3Y

Anything else?
Digital Development Plan
I submit that RDC establishes a strong Digital Development Plan that is dovetailed with existing
Council Strategies and includes as key priorities
* ensuring optimum connectivity for rural communities (exploring fibre as the ultimate solution) and
*online presence/website development and support for local businesses, especially retail
* mitigation of risks for digital communication networks associated with climate events and other
disasters such as earthquakes

Housing
I also wish to commend RDC for its initial steps to remedy Rangitīkei's housing crisis.

Ngā mihi nui
Sally Patrick

Privacy Act 2020
Remain_Private
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Submission: 59
5/9/2022 3:52:48 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Murray Holdaway and Adrienne Cook
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Federated Farmers of New Zealand
Kāinga noho/Address:
PO Box 945, Palmerston North 4440
Īmēra/Email:
a.cook@fedfarms.org.nz
Waea/Phone:
274253303
Would you like to speak to your submission:
Yes

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
Please see our submission (word document sent via email).

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?

We want to hear from you about climate change...
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Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
Please see our submission (word document sent via email).
What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
Please see our submission (word document sent via email).

Anything else?
Please see our submission (word document sent via email).

Privacy Act 2020
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SUBMISSION
TELEPHONE 0800 327 646 I WEBSITE WWW.FEDFARM.ORG.NZ

#59 and #4

To:

RANGITĪKEI DISTRICT COUNCIL
46 High Street,
MARTON

Submission on:

Rangitīkei District Council Annual Plan 2022/23, and Rates Remission Policy

Date:

18 May 2022

Contact:

MURRAY HOLDAWAY
PROVINCIAL PRESIDENT MANAWATU/RANGITĪKEI
Federated Farmers of New Zealand

ADRIENNE COOK
POLICY ADVISOR (REGIONAL) (primary contact)
Federated Farmers of New Zealand
m: 027 425 3303 | e: acook@fedfarm.org.nz

1.

The Manawatu/Rangitīkei Province of Federated Farmers (Federated Farmers) welcomes the
chance to submit on the Rangitīkei District Councils (the Council) Annual Plan 2022/23, and
Rates Remission Policy. We acknowledge any submissions made by individual members of
Federated Farmers.

2.

We would like to be heard in support of our submission.

SUBMISSION
3.

We understand that during the long-term plan and this year’s annual plan there has been
considerable level of pressure due to external factors such as COVID, inflation, and central
government implications on three waters and other reforms.

4.

Rates are among the top ten operational expenses of a farming business. They are a source of
considerable financial pressure for all farmers. Federated Farmers makes submissions on
Annual Plans and Long-Term Plans to ensure councils exercise fiscal prudence, and consider
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affordability, fairness, and equity issues when recovering rates (to the extent this is possible
in land and capital value rating systems).
5.

Our submission covers the following points:








Forestry differential
Roading
Fees and charges
Rates Remission Policy
CCO
Climate change
Rates

Key Issues
Targeted Roading Rate Forestry Differential
6.

Although the Council receives a subsidy from the New Zealand Land Transport Fund, this does
not cover the total cost of transport. Therefore, the Council has to rely partly on other sources
of funding, i.e. rates and ‘depreciation reserves’ (a.k.a. rates).

7.

This has two implications, namely:
a)
The choice of activities that the subsidy is spent on, affects how much else has to be
funded by ratepayers, and how much ‘bang’ there is for each ratepayer ‘buck’.
b) Without some checks and balances, the risk is that farmers would end up
disproportionately funding the greater part of the Council’s unsubsidised rural roading
expenditure, because farms are bigger than other properties, and therefore rural rates
(which are based on land value) would be higher.

8.

For these reasons, Federated Farmers support the use of differentials for various industry
sectors to redress unjust imbalances, e.g.: where a particular sector is causing more wear and
tear on road infrastructure.

9.

Forestry’s impacts on rural roads are well known. During harvest operations rural roads
receive a massive increase in vehicle numbers, which are generally larger and more load
bearing on both sealed and unsealed rural roads. This is not limited to haulage trucks
transporting the felled logs to port; but also includes all support/site vehicles, along with heavy
equipment and machinery which is used to prepare the sites for felling, which contribute to
the degradation of the road surface.

10. Federated Farmers support the roading differential proposed in the Annual Plan for forestry,
which acknowledges the increased pressure placed on roads during harvest that impacts our
rural rate paying members. We do however have some concerns around the “who is
captured”. The Council has stated that “Farmers who want to plant trees on small blocks on
their properties can do so without worrying about the higher rate.”
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11. We seek clarification that this land captured under the Council’s definition of “forestry land”
(predominantly or solely in plantation forestry). is classified as forestry exotic (FE), rather than
forestry indigenous (FI) or forestry protected (FP).
12. We seek clarification on land which is classified as forestry vacant (FV), which is land identified
as “suitable for planting”. We are unclear on how this land will be managed in relation to the
targeted rate (how long is the lag time between land identified as FV, to then be planted and
classified as FE, to then be captured within the targeted rate); and likewise for production land
which is purchased and converted to forestry exotic (FE), during the 3-year period between
QV registered valuations.
13. We seek clarification on the targeted rate noted on page 45 (of the draft annual plan) under
“Community and Leisure Assets” which is listed as a new targeted rate of $50,000 (we have
cross checked the table on pages 62 and 63 and have found no targeted rate categorised under
this section). We assume that this is potentially the forestry differential, but question why this
is not reflected in the roading targeted rate? After speaking with Council officers, they
confirmed the $50,000.00 is the forestry differential, and that it should be listed under the
roading section of the document. We also note that on page 71 of the draft Annual Plan, the
forestry differential is quoted as $180,466.00. We would like clarification on the exact amount
expected under new forestry targeted differential and how many properties this would affect.
Additionally, we would like to know if this difference has an impact on the calculations
contained within the draft documents?
14. As we are unclear on the difference between the quoted amounts, we are unsure if the
proposed targeted forestry differential of 1.5 will be enough to contribute substantially to the
maintenance of rural roads, as a result of forestry operations.
15. Additionally, Federated Farmers encourages the Council to continue to improve and seal more
of rural Rangitīkei. Sealing improves road safety, reduces road damage and maintenance, and
improves rural connectivity which helps support rural communities. Farmers pay a
considerable amount to the roading rate and we wish to see additional value brought from
the rate to rural Rangitīkei.





Federated Farmers supports the roading differential for land classified as forestry
exotic (FE).
Federated Farmers seeks clarification on FV classified land, and the lag time
between revaluation if land is reclassified.
Federated Farmers seeks clarification on the new targeted rated listed under
“Community and Leisure Assets”, and the amount listed under “rate types”.
Federated Farmers encourages the Council to continue to improve and seal more
Rangitīkei rural roads.
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Roading
16. We note that on page 20 of the Draft Annual Plan, there is an increase of 3.2 million for roading
debt, compared to what was proposed in the LTP for Y2 of the plan. Federated Farmers would
like clarification on what project this additional debt would be funding. This is a significant
variation on the proposed council debt amounts.
17. Federated Farmers would like to highlight that performance measures for roading does not
provide for any indication on the condition of unsealed roads. We note there is a measure for
re-metalling of unsealed roads; however, there are no mechanisms for reporting on user
experience/concerns.



Federated Farmers seek clarification on the proposed 3.2 million increase of roading
debt.
Federated Farmers highlight the roading performance measures to do not capture
user experience on unsealed roads.

Fees and Charges 2022/23
18. Federated Farmers acknowledge the increase in costs associated with building control
through the introduction of the Simpli portal, which is proposed to be recovered through a
user pays costing regime. We would assume that over time productivity costs are reduced
(through faster online administration processing), and potentially costs over time would be
lower?
19. We note in the summary of information that all fees and charges have been adjusted for
inflation at 3.3% (except for library charges, amusement devices, and liquor licensing). We
highlight that farmers cannot transfer increase costs within their operations, and there are no
additional revenue streams. Any increases are absorbed and taken out of their profits and
results in a reduction of funds to spend on improving the footprint of the farming operation,
and reduces the amount spent locally by the rural sector.
20. Additionally, we encourage the Council to update their website (under “Liquor licensing” “Licensing Authority Reports”) to include the 2020 and 2021 Annual Report (as required under
section 199) 5) of the Sale and Supply of Act 2012), as we are unable to ascertain if the liquor
licensing function is operating within the budget covered by the current fees and charges
regime.



Federated Farmers acknowledges the increase in costs for Simpli portal, which is
recovered through user pays regime.
Federated Farmers encourages the Council to include the 2020 and 2021 Annual
Report under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act on their website.

Rates Remission Policy
21. We acknowledge the strategic approach the Council is using by limiting the ‘Incentivising
Residential Development’ in a particular area of the district. This is a tool that the Council uses
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to encourage residential development in appropriate areas of the district. We question if the
strategic approach of remitting rates to incentivise residential development/subdivision is a
prudent way to encourage development (at the cost of established rate payers). Being that
the Council has identified in its Annual Plan that large increases are because of additional
demands on wastewater and sewerage, and improving the levels of service for stormwater
and drainage.
22. Federated Farmers oppose the removal of the contiguous rating units under the Rates
Remission Policy. Where ratepayers own multiple properties but run these as a single
economic unit, it would be better to retain contiguous rating units. In this regard, income
derived from productive use of land (and hence ability of ratepayers to contribute to rates
revenues) may be quite unrelated to whether the land is held in different parcels under the
same ownership. The Council should retain the ability to make appropriate distinctions about
contiguous rating unis in recognition of the fact the ‘one size does not fit all’.



Federated Farmers questions the development incentives contained within the Rates
Remission Policy.
Federated Farmers opposes the removal of contiguous rating units owned or leased by a
single ratepayer in the Rates Remission Policy.

Marton Rail Hub related CCO
23. Federated Farmers prefer that any work associated with the Marton Rail Hub CCO be funded
by a targeted rate on rating units situated within the Marton township including residential
properties, township commercial business, and visitor accommodation businesses who
benefit from enhancing ‘business’ activity near transport facilities for businesses and visitors.
Rural ratepayers get no direct benefit from funding this sort of activity.



Recommendation:
That Council fund work associated with Marton Rail Hub CCO with targeted rates on rating
units within the Marton township.

Climate change
24. Federated Farmers understands that many in local government want to do more to fight
climate change and its effects. We think councils could do more to reduce their own emissions
footprints, starting with taking stock of the Council’s essential services going forward, and how
these can be effectively funded without incurring wasteful and unnecessary ratepayer costs
and reducing emissions footprints. Councils could influence greenhouse gas emissions more
generally through their core role of planning and funding their transport infrastructure and
services.
25. Federated Farmers recognises that councils will continue to have an important role in ensuring
that their areas adapt to the varied and many expected localised impacts of climate change.
New Zealand’s favourable climatic conditions have enabled the agriculture sector to be one
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of the most productive in the world, but these conditions cannot be relied upon into the
future. Some regions will become hotter and drier, other regions will become colder and
wetter, and extreme weather events will become more frequent and damaging.
Answers to targeted climate change questions:
Q1: Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei? •
Examples: Offsetting emissions, creating more cycleways, restoring waterways.
26. Before spending money on arbitrarily chosen projects, the Council should undertake a cost
benefit analysis to identify any benefit to citizens and ratepayers for future identified projects
based on likelihood of actual use of such facilities. For example, cycleways may be a waste of
ratepayer’s money if these are not used (or barely used) over the asset lifetime.
Q2: What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change? •
Examples: Natural flood management, erosion barriers, new technology, educational resources.
27. The answer to this question depends upon which areas are at risk of climate-change related
hazards, and what the level of that risk is. Areas likely to experience high or extreme risk of
destruction/loss may need to be abandoned, rather than sinking large amounts of ratepayer
resources into staving off inevitable destruction, especially where use of such at-risk land is
limited, or where there is a risk of harm to life (including human life). On the other hand,
infrastructure such as river/floodplain stop-banks, which have a ‘high-payback’ for investment
where these enable economic utilisation of primary production land, from which revenue can
be derived (including rates), and where there is little risk of damage to residential properties.
Rates
28. We remind the Council that the incomes of ratepayers will in no way increase to the same
extent as the proposed increases in rates, with the implication that the costs the Council is
imposing on its ratepayers, will squeeze out other areas of expenditure. This is especially so
for farming, where, despite farm properties having higher land values that residential
properties, the ability of farmers to pay rates is tied to their ability to productively farm the
land, rather than relative or absolute wealth in land. While the total rates increase for the
district is 7.29% (up 0.04% from the 2021 LTP) is significant, the reality is that for our members,
rural ratepayers, the increase will have a real impact on their livelihoods.

About
Federated Farmers is a not-for-profit primary sector advocacy organisation that represents farmers,
and other rural businesses. Federated Farmers has a long and proud history of representing the needs
and interests of New Zealand’s farmers.
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The Federation aims to add value to its members’ businesses. Our key strategic outcomes include the
need for New Zealand to provide an economic and social environment within which:


Our members may operate their businesses in a fair and flexible commercial environment.



Our members’ families and their staff have access to services essential to the needs of the
rural community.



Our members adopt responsible management and environmental practices.

This submission is representative of member views and reflect the fact that local government rating
and spending policies impact on our member’s daily lives as farmers and members of local
communities.

Federated Farmers thanks the Rangitīkei District Council for considering our submission on the
Annual Plan 22/23, and Rates Remission Policy.
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Submission: 60
5/9/2022 4:34:59 AM

Ingoa/Name:*
Erica Kinder
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Southern North Island Wood Council
Kāinga noho/Address:
PO Box 143 Masterton
Īmēra/Email:
sniwoodcouncil@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
273290498
Would you like to speak to your submission:

Do you agree with our preferred options?
Should we introduce a Forestry Differential?
Option 2
Do you have a comment about introducing a Forestry Differential?
SNIWC represents 36 members from the forestry, log transport, timber processing, log logistics and
contractors in this region. Our members span many regions and our forest owner members are
often submitting on decisions made by multiple district councils who appear to have little
understanding of the contribution both economic and community that our sector represents for
them.

Should we establish a new Marton Rail Hub related Council-Controlled Organisation (CCO)?
Option 1*
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Do you have a comment about establishing a Marton Rail Hub CCO?
SNIWC is very supportive of the proposed Marton rail hub and Council Controlled Organisation (CCO)
to oversee its establishment. This has encouraged future forest investment and growth into the
Rangitikei region and is supported by all our members.
Further, given our Government’s declaration of a climate emergency, and in support of any council
Climate Change Action Plan, we support rail to ports because that emits significantly less Carbon per
tonne of logs. This can be noted as a future saving on carbon in transport in a regional carbon
measure.

We want to hear from you about climate change...
Together, how can we immediately reduce the impact of climate change in Rangitīkei?
Use more rail.
Measure your carbon emitters to set a bench mark for future reductions.
Map all possible areas for reforestation, and measure your forest resources now for future carbon
storage.
Future proof your water resources for the district with planting of watersheds, and limiting stock and
animal use near water resources for towns.

What resources are needed to better prepare Rangitīkei for the effects of climate change?
More data collected of current sectors that are contributing to positive climate change outcomes
(forestry) and the contribution to the communities and economy. Measures.
Anything else?
It is well recognised that rating according to land value is a blunt instrument and is not the most
accurate mechanism to allocate funding in an equitable, or fair, amongst road users. For instance,
dairy factories, meat processing units, timber mills and quarries, have a much higher road usage than
the land area accorded to those rating units. Furthermore, Road User Charges (RUCs) are collected
by Central Government and reallocated to District Councils based on the pavement wear impact of
vehicles and their distance travelled, another costing mechanism to be rationalised with industrial
road users. We encourage the Rangitikei District Council to undertake a proper analysis of ALL
primary sector groups on their roads and consider the future of carbon neutral sectors and their
influence in a region that is accepting of them.
Privacy Act 2020
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Late

#061

Considerations regarding the Rangitikei District Plan
Forestry Roading
Points for consideration

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

The Rangitikei District has large areas of forestry on the coastal belt, these areas are
well roaded with sealed roads requiring little in repairs. The dairy farm next door has
far more truck movements over a 25 year tree cycle than the forest.
On one of my sand properties I have 2 neighbours that have considerably more
forestry than my 40 hectares but also large areas of farmland. I will be required to
pay the extra rate but they with their 100’s of hectares of trees will not, is this fair?
There are carbon forests in the region that will never require harvesting do they also
contribute to the rate increase?
Land planted in plantation forestry helps to stop erosion of the land. This erosion of
farmland and the resulting damage to infrastructure is a major roading cost,
plantation forestry by controlling erosion minimises the damage to the roading
infrastructure. Should farmers pay an additional roading rate for the potential
erosion of their marginal hill country.
New Zealand wants more marginal hill country planted in trees both for carbon and
erosion control, will this increase in roading rates by the RDC and be seen by
investors as a negative or a positive.
Rates are already paid on these properties, usually there is no dwelling on it so they
do not use rubbish collection, library services or anything else. The only thing they
use is the road.
The RDC could just charge a roading rate for production forests that then goes to
roading expenses for these properties and not charge for the incidentals that are not
used.

Peter Lissington
Forest Manager
NZ Pine Management Ltd.
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RANGITIKEI
Late

DISTRICT COUNCIL
#062

15 May 2022
Taihape Sauash Club Expansion
To Council Members
The Taihape Community Board supports the Taihape Squash Club in their application for an extension
to the area for which they have already acquired a lease from the Rangitikei District Council.
The extension required ensures that the area under lease will match the architect's plans.
The planned facility will not only enable sport at a national level with the associated benefits but a
modern venue for public use.
The Board asks you to respond favourably to this application.

Yours faithfully

Ann Abernethy
Chair
Taihape Community Board

M<i<a<^ t^r ^nc^ ^uw^.
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06 327 0099 info@rangitikei.govt.nz www.rangitikei.govt.nz 46 High Street, Private Bag 1102, Marion 4741

Late
#063

From: ruahinerookie <ruahinerookie@yahoo.com.au>
Sent: 16 May 2022 20:06
To: Dave Tombs <Dave.Tombs@rangitikei.govt.nz>
Subject: Re: ERWS

Hi Dave,

I would like to confirm that the Erewhon Rural Water supply Committee has decided to increase the
water rate for the 22/23 financial year by 25%.

Regards
Jock Stratton

Chairperson ERWS
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Late

To: Dave Tombs <Dave.Tombs@rangitikei.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: Confirm Rate Increase

#064

Hi Dave
Yes that is correct, no increase to the rate this year.
Many Thanks
Sam
From: Dave Tombs <Dave.Tombs@rangitikei.govt.nz>
Sent: 26 April 2022 1:41 PM
To: Sam Weston <sam@ruralca.co.nz>
Subject: Confirm Rate Increase
Hi Sam
Just double checking – we need to confirm our Rates for 2022/23 in the next couple of weeks and your preference is
for a zero rate increase. Is that correct?
Many thanks
Dave
| Dave Tombs | Group Manager Corporate Services |
| 46 High Street, Private Bag 1102, Marton 4741 | www.rangitikei.govt.nz |
| 06 327 0099 ext 890 or 0800 422 522 | M 027 210 2267 |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- If you have received this email and any attachments to it in
error, please take no action based on it, copy it or show it to anyone. Please advise the sender and delete your copy.
Thank you. --------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: Matt Thomas <matt@ryanthomas.co.nz>
Sent: Wednesday, 11 May 2022 2:05 pm
To: Gill Duncan <Gill.Duncan@rangitikei.govt.nz>
Cc: Viv Tantrum <wakanuiconifers@xtra.co.nz>
Subject: Planned works - funding required
Dear Gill & Councillors
I am the treasurer for Friends of Taihape Charitable Society (FoT). We are a group of four committee (that either
run businesses or were running businesses) and have a community army that improve community facilities for the
benefit of Taihape and its users. We are currently working on many projects that are in a native reserve forest
which the Hautapu River runs through in Taihape township. FoT are working to restore is a large area of mature
kahikatea, totara, matai forest (classed as CL4 ecosystem type). This forest type is critically endangered and the area
also includes some highly threatened grass species. This site has very high ecological values. We are working
alongside Iwi, Horizons, RDC, DoC and the community to achieve common goals.
We have completed many tasks to date in Taihape from the lookout tower on mt Stewart reserve, removing willows
and weeds from reserves, building and improving public tracks. Some professional video clips of completed tasks to
date:
 Local Focus: Epic local turnout for Papakai Park - NZ Herald
 https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11964950&fbclid=IwAR0MWPLRAfBF1FMHeTN3FCvW6YFGbKeFwhbzYjL7Twsyh0xmX90Ozh-zTg
One of our current projects is to build 4 public access bridges across the Hautapu River. We have raised funds to
complete bridge number 2 and will hopefully complete this over the 2022/23 summer.
We still require funds to complete building bridges 1, 3 & 4. We have had feasibility reports completed some time
ago (please see attached plans, reports and a concept plan of the entire reserve).
I estimate the current prices to build the bridges are now 1.8x of what was in the feasibility previously supplied. This
would be approximately:
 Final Plans, Inventory reports, & Tendering/Designer Building Inspections $25,000 (this is not supplied in the
report, but through history I know what the extra details costs)
 Bridge 1 $79,000
 Bridge 2 – funding already sourced ($90,000)
 Bridge 3 $75,000
 Bridge 4 $98,000
We already have Horizon’s Consents in place for these bridges and have good access to the sites. RDC building
consent is a relatively simple process as this is a permitted activity.
Other projects to fundraise for, which we provide cost estimate for:
 Killing and removing of weeds species trees in waterways and old river beds (like Willows and Sycamores)
$35,000
 Digital Mapping, signs and marketing $37,000
 Resurfacing tracks with precipitation issues (~10,000m at $8/m) $80,000
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These prices are GST exclusive. The charity is not registered for GST, and if the funds were to be donated to the
charity extra allowance of 15% would need to be considered; though we have an account with RDC and if the
funders are happy we conduct our business through RDC then any funding could be based on GST exclusive prices.
We would appreciate any support you could provide. Our time is purely voluntary, only contractors are paid for the
projects completed. We are prepared to work with the funders if they have any other suggestions, alternatives or
works that can be completed.
Kindly advise if you require any further information. We look forward to your reply in due course.
Regards

Matthew Thomas | Chartered Accountant | Partner

P.O. Box 181, TAIHAPE 4742 | 8 Tui Street, TAIHAPE 4720 | New Zealand
P: +64 6 388 0666 | E: matt@ryanthomas.co.nz | W: www.ryanthomas.co.nz

This email and any attachments are confidential and intended exclusively for the person to whom the email is addressed. If you are not the intended
recipient, do not read, copy, disclose or use the contents in any way. Please notify us immediately by return email and destroy the email and
attachments. Thank you.
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DRAWING

P04

REV

Frame Group Limited
P.O. Box 147-211, Ponsonby, Auckland 1144
Unit 2 Level 2, Foster’s House
16 College Hill, Ponsonby, Auckland

Friends of Taihape Society
P.O. Box 181
Taihape 4742
18th March 2019
FGL File 19/007
Re: Taihape Domain Pedestrian Bridge Feasibility
1. Summary
This brief report by Frame Group Ltd (FGL), commissioned by the Friends of Taihape
Society (FTS) covers an investigation of the proposed construction of four pedestrian
bridges across the Hautapu River in the Taihape Domain, east of the Taihape town
centre. Analysis of flood flow and river level predictions indicates that the water
level in the Hautapu River in this vicinity is likely to rise by 4.2m during a 100yr
return period flood event. (ie 1% chance of being higher than this in any one year).
To ensure the proposed bridges have a low risk of being destroyed by high flood
flows, or by debris carried by floodwaters, it is recommended that they be
constructed with at least 5.2m of clearance from the stream bed to the underside of
the bridge deck.
Simple swingbridge type bridges are recommended for all four sites, each with a 35m
long single span across the total river from bank to bank. It is necessary in some
cases to raise the ends of the bridges to ensure they have the required clearance
above the river, either by locating the ends of the bridges high on the river banks, or
on earth mounds or on towers to provide additional height above the stream bed
level. The proposed bridge configuration is shown in the appended photos and
drawings. A deck width of 1.2m is recommended to enable space for persons
walking in opposite direction and to allow space for wheelchairs and push-chairs to
comfortably cross . It would be possible to adopt a narrower bridge deck (0.9m or
0.75m), but this may limit capacity and access for certain people.
The estimated construction cost for these four bridges is $185,000 if they were to be
built by an experienced contractor. This cost may be reduced it some materials and
construction services can be supplied by donations. The construction of these
bridges will require Building Consent and Resource Consent.
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2. Background and Site Description
The FTS has been working with volunteers and donated services to improve the
ecology and recreational potential of the significant area of Rangitikei District
Council land near Taihape known as the Taihape Domain. The Taihape Domain
occupies a significant tract of land on both sides of the Hautapu River extending
from Memorial Park near the town centre, upstream to the Papakai Road bridge, and
above here to include significant areas of podocarp forest on the low river flats. The
Hautapu River meanders through the Domain in several tight bends, with papa
mudstone bluffs exposed in several places.
A concept has been prepared for development in the Domain, showing four
proposed pedestrian bridge sites that will become part of a network of walking
tracks, some of which are intended for cycle use. This report is confined to the
feasibility of the proposed bridges only.

3. Hautapu River
The Hautapu River has a catchment of approximately 300 sq km above the Taihape
Domain, consisting mainly of open pastoral land, but including some areas of
indigenous forest. The stream channel for much of its length is characterised by
banks lined with trees, in many cases these being willow trees and other exotic trees
with the potential for collapse into the stream channel, especially during high flood
events. Flood flow data for various flood frequency events has been obtained from
Horizons Regional Council and is also derived from the NIWA (Henderson/Collins)
prediction model (corrected for catchment area). This data is tabulated as follows:
Table 1 - Hautapu River Flood Flow Predictions
Return Period
Horizons Data
20 Yr
134 cumecs
50 Yr
189 cumecs
100 Yr
243 cumecs

Derived from NIWA
121 cumecs
147 cumecs
165 cumecs

The two predictions vary, with the Horizons data appearing to be more conservative
than the data derived from the stream gauge on the Hautapu River, upstream at
Alabaster’s gauging site.
If the more conservative Horizons data is used to estimate the flow velocity and the
flow depth for various Return Period events, the following approximate results are
obtained using the Mannings formula applied to a typical Hautapu River cross
section within the Taihape Domain.
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Table 2 - Hautapu River Flow Depth
Return Period
Flow
20 Yr
134 cumecs
50 Yr
189 cumecs
100 Yr
243 cumecs

Flow Velocity
2.9 m/sec
3.1 m/sec
3.4 m/sec

Flow Depth
3.0m
3.5m
4.2m

The existing road bridge on Papakai Road has a length of approximately 24m and a
clearance over the stream bed of at least 5.5m, and hence has a cross sectional area
under the bridge of over 120 sq m. This bridge is capable of passing a flood with a
200yr return period, whilst maintaining a 1m clearance below the bridge beams.
Given that a light weight pedestrian bridge is likely to be destroyed by floodwaters,
or floating debris if impacted during a flood event, it is necessary to ensure it is
sufficiently high above the stream bed to be clear of all but most unlikely flood
events. It is recommended that the lowest point of any pedestrian bridge structure
be not less than 5.2m above the stream be at the bridge crossing point. This will
allows for the passage of a 100yr (1% annual exceedance probability) flood event
with a further 1.0m of additional clearance to allow floating debris to pass under.

4. Bridge Type
To achieve a clearance above stream bed level of at least 5.2m, it is necessary to have
a bridge that spans the full 30m or more from bank to bank, or has piers located
across the stream flood channel. Given the high cost of construction of piers in a
flood channel, and the risk of debris collecting on these during a flood, a single span
type bridge is recommended for the proposed pedestrian bridges. To achieve a 30m
or more clear span, a swingbridge or suspension type bridge is the most economic
option.
Swingbridges have been commonly used to provide walking track bridges in New
Zealand. The NZ Forest Service developed a standard NZFS Swingbridge that has a
one person load capacity. This was used on many backcountry sites, and comprised
of components that could be easily carried by foot to each site. In recent years,
various designs for similar swingbridges have been developed for 5 person, 10
person and 20 person capacity, and based on improved equipment, materials and
access conditions and modern construction techniques. Swingbridges have a deck
that follows the sag of a draped cable between the anchor points. Hence it is lower at
its mid-point than at the ends.
A suspension type bridge is similar to a swingbridge, in that the deck is supported by
a sagging cable, but the ends of the cable are supported higher on towers. Suspender
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hangers from the cables carry the horizontal deck below the draped cable. A
suspension bridge can maintain the same deck level across the full length of the span,
or can even arch upward to provide greater clearance at mid-span. Suspension
bridges incur a higher cost for the towers and suspender hangers, and the anchors
need to be placed a further distant from the bridge end. As a result, suspension
bridges have a higher cost per linear metre than swingbridges of similar length and
width.
For the proposed bridges, it is generally possible to site the bridge ends at least 5
metres or more above the stream bed. In some cases this may necessitate raising the
ground on retained fill, or building an inclined boardwalk or staircase onto the
bridge. For the proposed Taihape Domain pedestrian bridges, swingbridge type
bridges are recommended. The cost of such bridges is very dependant on the load
capacity that is provided for. Given the Taihape Domain is close to the Taihape town
centre and is site is likely to be used by local and travelling family groups, it is
recommended that the bridges be designed to have a 1.2m wide deck, and a capacity
to carry up to 10 persons at a time. This will provide for comfortable two way
pedestrian use, pushchair and wheelchair use, and if necessary, cycle use.

5. Site Recommendations
5.1. Site 1: Powerhouse Site
This site is located near the historic powerhouse, approximately 140m upstream
of the Papakai Road bridge. The Hautapu stream is approximately 5m below the
terraces on either site of the river at this point. A 35m span swingbridge will fully
span from terrace to terrace. On the TR (Powerhouse side), the bridge end will
need to be raised slightly on fill to ensure the required clearance of the bridge
above the stream bed. The bridge ends will be set at least 4m back from the
terrace edge. Cast in-situ Concrete deadman anchors would be used at both ends
to anchor the cables. Refer to drawing 19/007/01P.
5.2. Site 2: Campground Site
This site is located adjacent to the proposed campground area and is
approximately 120m downstream of the Papakai Road bridge. The Hautapu
stream in this location has a terrace on the TL that is approximately six metres
above the river bed level. On the TR however the ground is typically only three
metres above river level and is prone to inundation in moderate floods. To avoid
the risk of damage to the pedestrian bridge, it will be necessary to raise the
ground on the TR by importing soil to create a mound of two to three metres
height, on which the TR bridge end can be located. This mound would be
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provided with a ramp at a suitable gradient down to the campground level for
pedestrians to access. The river side of this mound could be supported by a
retaining wall, whilst the other sides could be landscaped or planted.
Alternatively, it would be possible to construct the TR end of this bridge on a
raised tower and provide a staircase down to ground level, however this
arrangement would prevent access for push-chairs, wheelchairs and cycles.
Anchorages at this site would also consist of cast in-situ concrete deadman blocks.
A 35m span swingbridge would fully span the stream at this site with adequate
set-back from the edge of the terrace on the TL and with sufficient distance from
the stream to form the mound on the TR. Refer to drawing 19/007/02P
5.3. Site 3: Downstream of Camp Area
This site has a steeply sloping TR bank and a sloping terrace on the TL bank that
becomes steeper from about 4m above river level. A 35m span swingbridge in
this location would be sufficient to allow the bridge ends to be located high on the
banks so that a clearance above the river of 5.0m is achieved. Both ends of the
bridge would be located on quite steep ground and will require excavation of a
bench into what is likely to be papa mudstone. Given the steep nature of the
ground at these sites, and the likely presence of the papa, it is expected that
drilled and grouted anchors of the bridge cables will be more appropriate than a
concrete block deadman anchor.

5.4. Site 4: Memorial Native Reserve
This site has quite low banks on both sides for some distance back from the river
edge. To achieve sufficient clearance above the likely flood level it will be
necessary to raise each end of the bridge on a small tower at both ends. In this
location, use of staircases to reach the end of the bridge may be the only practical
means to achieve sufficient height. A 35m span swingbridge is likely to be
suitable at this site, but a further timber staircase 3m to 5m long will be needed
each end. Concrete block deadman anchors are likely to be the most appropriate
anchor system for this site.
6. Consenting and Design
The proposed pedestrian bridges will require a Resource Consent from Horizons
Regional Council, and a Building Consent from Rangitikei District Council.
Depending on the zoning, and the earthworks volume required at each site, a
Land Use Consent may also be necessary from Rangitikei District Council.
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Detailed design structural will be necessary, complete with calculations, drawings
and specifications for the purpose of obtaining Building Consent. This process
has been simplified by selecting similar design span and bridge details for all four
bridges. The estimated cost to prepare design drawings, calculations and a
technical specification is $14,000 excl GST.
7. Construction Details
The recommended construction details for the pedestrian bridges for the Taihape
Domain consist of:










Timber pole bridge end posts (typically 200mm diam, embedded in
concrete filled foundation holes).
Cast in-situ concrete anchor blocks or; steel anchor bars, grouted into
drilled holes in the papa rock.
Galvanised steel wire rope cables (16mm or 19mm diameter)
Cable hardware (rigging screws, thimbles etc)
Fabricated steel bridge hangers (galvanised after fabrication)
Timber bridge decking (200x50 rough sawn, H3.2 treated, G8)
Chain link wire mesh infill each side of the deck
Timber staircases where necessary
Timber retaining walls where necessary.

It is understood that the FTS has access to donated timber poles and ready-mixed
concrete for this project, and there is a possibility that the services of the NZ
Army may be available to assist with the bridge building. The recommended
design will facilitate the use of these donated materials and services.
It is recommended that the bridge construction be supervised by a person with
experience in swingbridge or suspension bridge assembly. The bridges can be
constructed with minimal vehicle access to the bridge sites.
The main
construction activities consist of:









Site preparation of the bridge ends (benching or filling to achieve the
required level) using light earthmoving equipment such as a small
excavator.
Excavation of anchor holes or; drilling of embedded anchor bar holes.
Augering for the installation of embedded timber end posts
Casting of concrete deadman anchors (using pumped concrete if necessary)
Slinging the main bridge cables
Attaching hangers and decking
Installing barrier mesh.
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8. Estimated Construction Cost
The estimated cost to construct the proposed suspension bridges is summarised in
Table 3. This cost estimate is based on construction being undertaken by suitably
experienced contractors at competitive rates. It includes all plant, labour and
materials.
Table 3 – Estimated Construction Costs
Bridge Site #1
Item Description
Unit
1.1 P & G (estab, setout, safety)
LS
1.2 Earthworks and Foundations
LS
1.3 Concrete anchors
cu m
1.4 End posts and saddles
ea
1.5 Cables and hardware
lin m
1.6 Steel hanger frames
ea
1.7 Deck and barrier
lin m
Estimated total

Rate
Quantity
Amount
$2,500
1
$2,500
$1,400
1
$1,400
$1,600
6
$9,600
$650
4
$2,600
$55
90
$4,950
$250
28
$7,000
$450
35
$15,750
$43,800

Bridge Site #2
Item Description
2.1 P & G (estab, setout, safety)
2.2 Earthworks and Foundations
2.3 Concrete anchors
2.4 End posts and saddles
2.5 Cables and hardware
2.6 Steel hanger frames
2.7 Deck and barrier
Estimated total

Unit
LS
LS
cu m
ea
lin m
ea
lin m

Rate
Quantity
Amount
$2,200
1
$2,200
$2,600
1
$2,600
$1,600
6
$9,600
$650
4
$2,600
$55
90
$4,950
$250
28
$7,000
$450
35
$15,750
$44,700

Bridge Site #3
Item Description
3.1 P & G (estab, setout, safety)
3.2 Earthworks and Foundations
3.3 Drilled anchors
3.4 End posts and saddles
3.5 Cables and hardware
3.6 Steel hanger frames
3.7 Deck and barrier
Estimated total

Unit
LS
LS
lin m
ea
lin m
ea
lin m

Rate
Quantity
Amount
$2,500
1
$2,500
$3,600
1
$3,600
$120
40
$4,800
$850
4
$3,400
$55
90
$4,950
$250
28
$7,000
$450
35
$15,750
$42,000
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Bridge Site #4
Item Description
4.1 P & G (estab, setout, safety)
4.2 Earthworks and Foundations
4.3 Concrete anchors
4.4 End posts and saddles
4.5 Cables and hardware
4.6 Steel hanger frames
4.7 Deck and barrier
4.8 Staircases with handrails
Estimated total

Unit
LS
LS
cu m
ea
lin m
ea
lin m
lin m

Rate
Quantity
Amount
$2,800
1
$2,800
$2,500
1
$2,500
$1,600
6
$9,600
$650
4
$2,600
$55
90
$4,950
$250
28
$7,000
$450
35
$15,750
$1,200
8
$9,600
$54,800

A reduction in the above estimated construction cost may arise from donated
materials and services that can be obtained by FTS. The actual savings will depend
on the extent of the services and materials obtained. It will be important to ensure
the donated materials are of the correct grade, type and are of suitable condition.
The use of second hand components for critical items should be avoided (eg used
cable, poles etc.)
The cost of design, consents, tendering and contract management are not included in
the above estimates. The extent of these costs will depend on what components of
these items can be undertaken directly by FTS volunteers.

9. Appendices
9.1. Example photos of pedestrian bridges
9.2. Concept drawings for each site

Trevor Butler; CPEng(civil,struct), BE(Hons)civil
Engineer Consultant,
Frame Group Ltd.
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Typical swingbridge with timber deck similar to that recommended (Motu Trail)

Alternative narrower swingbridge option (Paekakariki Escarpment)
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Alternative, very narrow option (Linklater Reserve, Palmerston North)

Alternative type option, suspension bridge. (The Timber Trail, Pureora)
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The town of Taihape, located in the Rangitikei District Council along State Highway 1 is
characterised by vast amount of forests, a dominat river that runs along natural cliffs and
several amenities within close proximity. On top of that, Taihape has a strong local community
group - the charity registered “Friends of Taihape Society” - that amis to strengthen the towns
status as a destination. A destination not only popular for its annual gumboot festival, but also
for its unique natural settings and rich cultural history.
Making these features accessible for both visitors and local residents in all ages is a task that
requires the collaboration between various parties to increase the current state of courtesy.
Building on identified issues and opportunities, the current concept plan presents design ideas
and key moves in order to develop a coherent vision for both Papakai and Memorial Park.
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1.1 Issues & Opportunities
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1.2 Overall Design Idea & Key Moves
To guide the development of the concept plan.
The key move is to implement an overall strategy,
initially using conceptual ideas.

?

A

Looking at Taihape’s natural setting, it becomes clear
that next to its vast forest areas and cliffs, water
bodies play a significant role. It often symbolises the
source of life and can be seen as an element of motion,
transformation and renewal.

Issues

Opportunities
District & Regional Council

Respectively, the Hautapu River can be used as the
overall guiding theme to connect Taihape’s natural
features and strengthen its prominence. The so called
“Hautapu River Parks” would act as a link between
natural features, activities, as well as a regional
attraction.
A strong collaboration between the District & Regional
Council, the local community group “Friends of Taihape
Society” and designers would guarantee that the
desired outcome is achievable and realistic. Identified
key moves will help realise this goal.

B

Local Community Group,
Charity

Water as central theme
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KEY MOVES
• Low cost campgrounds
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• River access
• Points of interest/ sequence of destinations
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2018
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1.3 Concept
Overall Concept Design
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1.3 Concept
Existing Views

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Papakai and Memorial Park - Concept Plan Taihape | Rangitikei District Council | 10 August 2018
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1.3 Concept
Concept Design Hautapu Camp & Papakai Park
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The concept design of the campgrounds is characterised by a simple
layout that accomodates both motorhomes, smaller vehicles and tents. A
new car park can facilitate visitors who are interested in day hikes. The site
itself is well accessible via Papakai Rd. Being integrated within the greater
network of tracks and roads within the area, Hautapu Camp and Papakai
Park combine activities such as bird watching, swimming, picnicing and
much more. Using the existing natural features is one of the key elements
that can be done in the area.
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1.3 Concept
Existing panoramic views of the site

1.

2.

Hautapu river and the future campsite for motor homes*

View over Hautapu river towards the future campground*

* Photos provided by “Friends of Taihape Society”

Papakai and Memorial Park - Concept Plan Taihape | Rangitikei District Council | 10 August 2018
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1.3 Concept
Illustrations Papakai Park & Hautapu Ravine

The future campsite “Papakai Park” uses its appealing
natural setting along the Hautapu River to welcome people
interested in day hikes as well as staying overnight. A
recently installed toilet covers basic necessities. Various
picnic areas along the river invite visitors and locals to
pause and connect with each other, sharing knowledge
about this distinctive landscape.
A.

B.

10

Motorhome camping in Papakai Park

Swimming spot and picnic area by Hautapu Ravine

Because of its unique setting along Hautapu River
opposite of some of the largest cliffs within the area,
Hautapu Ravine would act as the main destination. This
area is characterised by lush vegetation and vast open
space for activities such as picnicing and swimming in
the river. The cliffs across the river emphasise this area
even more, putting visitors in a unique natural setting for
recreation. Hautapu Ravine is well integrated in the future
network of tracks, making it easier for people to explore
these distinct areas of Taihape.

Papakai and Memorial Park - Concept Plan Taihape | Rangitikei District Council | 10 August
2018
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E3 I wish to use New Zealand Sign Language

Privacy
Please note that submissions are public
information. The content on this form including
your personal Information and submission will
be made available to the media and public as
part of the decision making process
D Please tick this box if you would like your
contact details to remain private
/Ittoc/i additional information or pages If necessary
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SUBMISSION FORM

R^N<^lfK6l

^-(-<»c^
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Proposed Schedule of Fees and Charges 2022/23 ^ ;z7
L- - --^ >

Name

Submissions close at

5pm on 9 May 2022

Organisation

\A. [io^\k \o-^ / \,/ "{^ ^.{v,, ,^
'"^\ i'-^L-^^ /C^-<^ 1)/<9^V-1 C-(-<>

(if applicable)

/<^>^e--.->

Postal address
Return this form, or send your written

di^L

(p\ ^lpc..( b4;^.( '^(i^/^<

Phone

submission to:

u<o -:^^ oo'7 /

Email
Proposed Schedule of Fees and Charges
. Rangitikei District Council

'; Private Bag 1102
Marton 4741

Which fees/charges do you think should be increased?

Email: info@ranRitikei.RQvt.nz

Oral submissions
If you wish to speak to your submission,
please tick the box below.
I wish to speak to my submission on

19 May 2022.
If you have any special requirements, such as those
related to visual or hearing impairments, please note
them here.

D I wish to use New Zealand Sign Language *

Which fees/charges do you think should be decreased?

<^p ^ ^-HG<L^ LL^/ '

Privacy
Please note that submissions are public
information. The content on this form including

your personal Information and submission will
be made available to the media and public as
part of the decision .making process

D Please tick this box if you would like your
contact details to remain private
Attach additional Information or pages If necessary
jt—;

Signed

//A 'H^^f^^//.^^'^^

Date

€^> - 0^ - 5 ^
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Submission from The Taihape and District Women's Club.

As you know, Taihape and District Women's Club had to vacate their Tui Street premises. (Now
demolished) This caused the club a lot of stress and we relocated to the old Taihape Hospital and
now have had to vacate these premises.
We were happy to move into the Kokako Pavilion at a cost of $27.50 each time. We are upset to be
faced with a $17.50 rental increase per time.
All members are Senior Citizens with some relying on their pension only for their income. Some
belong to other clubs (Friendship, Art, Garden, Mah-jong etc.) again further expense.
Also of concern is a proposed rate increase of at least 7%. Surely this should offset your increased
costs.

1 ;:! h? 'Mi
J

/^-^
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RANGITIKEI

Name
Organisation

(if applicable)

Return this form, or send your written

#004
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y
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Postal address
Phone

submission to:

Email
Proposed Schedule of Fees and Charges

Rangitikei District Council
Private Bag 1102
Marton 4741

\^

~--—~-J :^\ _ DISTRICT COUNCIL

Proposed Schedule of Fees and Charges ^022/23

5pm on 9 May 2022

'

1 " MAY ^IZ/.

SUBMISSION FORM

Submissions close at

"

^\^i ^.M.l f^.D.3.>'7^t?l <^A/1.|

OG ^^OQ^C
f^ciT ICim .Foio^^ £) ydy^ •("£?..'A •2.

Which fees/charges do you think should be increased?

Email: info@rangitikei.eovt.nz

Oral submissions
If you wish to speak to your submission,
please tick the box below.

D I wish to speak to my submission on
19 May 2022.
If you have any special requirements, such as those
related to visual or hearing impairments, please note
them here.

Which fees/charges do you think should be decreased?

^ l^wu/^i /4/e •k>r •-/^- ^"f <.

D I wish to use New Zealand Sign Language

^ ^ k^cd-t? ^ fla^\io.-. h
Privacy
Please note that submissions are public
information. The content on this form including
your personal information and submission will
be made available to the media and public as
part of the decision making process
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^
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D Please tick this box If you would like your
contact details to remain private
Attach additional information or pages If necessary

/ /

Signed
Date

\(!^-<-^
^ ..-^- 7^0-Z.-^
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Proposed Schedule of Fees and Charges:
The Taihape Contract Bridge Club Inc meets regularly for three hours~on a Monday night to play
bridge. It is a small club of approximately 40 members, of which an average of 24 players attend
each session.

The Bridge Club is requesting that the proposed fees per hour for these sessions be reduced to
perhaps $10.00 per hour from the proposed $15.00.
We are a small, non-profit organisation which met at the Womens' Club until required to leave those
premises. We were originally informed that use of the Kokako St pavilion would be free to those

displaced from the Womens Club, but were happy to pay the $13.50 per night.
If the proposed fees are not reduced, can we expect to see miprovements made to the kitchen area of

the Kokako St Pavilion? The sink in particular needs to be replaced and the plumbing improved as
it is very user unfriendly.
We would also ask that we have access to the internet in that building if we are paying higher fees.

yv\^r^c^ L^e^—^Marian Cleaver
Secretary, Taihape Contract Bridge Club.
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SUBMISSION FORM

ftAN^ITIKEI

Proposed Schedule of Fees and Charges 2022/23
Name

Submissions close at

5pm on 9 May 2022

DISTRICT COUNCIL
#005

^\ ir\o< A^o^"5^./-\

Organisation

^fa iV-ic^ •/Y\c^V \ ^c n g

(if applicable)
Postal address
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Return this form, or send your written

T

Phone

°\(c?

submission to:

Email

^ n c^ \^jir\ /n^5<;'vnr^ ^(VYJ^ .cc^

Proposed Schedule of Fees and Charges

Rangitikei District Council
Private Bag 1102
Marton 4741
Email: info@raneitikei.eovt.nz

Oral submissions
If you wish to speak to your submission,
please tick the box below.

Which fees/charges do you think should be increased?

^

t^e,c-\^A(XC^\- _W^.AA \LA £x2-o<^Lff-_ Lz-fi-^l
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D I wish to speak to my submission on

19 May 2022.
If you have any special requirements, such as those
related to visual or hearing impairments, please note

Which fees/charges do you think should be decreased?

them here.
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><r^

c^ U/^U OSjS.Ct^ ^^S

D I wish to use New Zealand Sign Language

fr.oz^^ ccoh? (\^ V>\\r
Privacy
Please note that submissions are public
information. The content on this form including
your personal Information and submission will

be made available to the media and public as
part of the decision making process
D Please tick this box if you would like your
contact details to remain private
Attach additional information or pages if necessary
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Submission to Rangitikei District Council re - Hall usage )feesihi
particular Kokako Street Pavilion

•^)

^/)~:

'^

I notice in 2021/22 Fees list Kokako Street Pavilion was not mentioned but as users of-'ttus facility it
seems charges have been made as per Town Hall supper room, so I am basing this submis^iQyon
this.

There is not at present an hourly rate, only an 'up to three hours' rate of $13.50. This makes an
hourly rate of $4.50. The new proposed hourly rate (for local non-profit groups) is $20 an hour - an
increase of nearly 450%. This is excessive to say the least.
At present the 'up to five hours' rate is $17.80 and the new proposed rate is $85 an increase of more
than 450%. Again a very excessive increase.
For regular uses of this facility there is a slight improvement but the proposed hourly rate is still a
350% increase and for up to five hours a 250% increase.
How the Rangitikei District Council can justify this is beyond comprehension. They have made
very little improvements to the building since it was given to them by the Bowling Club and
certainly not enough to justify these increases.
An increase of no more that 50% over all hall usage fees is the only acceptable option.
We are a fairly new Mah Jong group of between three and seven Seniors who use the facility once a
week, we pay $3 each when we attend, which covers the costs whether we have three or seven
players. We chose to use Kokako Street Pavilion to try to encourage other players to come along to
join us. A 50% increase in the 'up to five hours' from $17.80 to $26.70 would necessitate a small
increase for us but one which we could still afford.
Many seniors live alone and for their continued good mental health, need to attend groups to meet
up and communicate with others and if they attend two or three of these groups a week the costs
would mount up considerably if the Council changes are accepted. Please consider this when you
make your final decisions.

Rl^~T^-;--c-

^ li MAY /,';^
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We write to you after recently receiving notification that the hourly rate for the use of Kokako
Street Pavitlion, Taihape, for non-profit organisations will increase from $15 in total to
$25/hour. We write as collective of 50 - 70+ wahine Maori who come together for the
hauora (well-being) of the community and utilise these facilities on a regular basis. We are
deeply concerned for the detrimental impact the increase will have on us and we write for a
request for dispensation.
Ko wai au? Who are we?
The Taihape Womens Advance Church is a voluntary non-profit entity who is dedicated to
serving the community through manaakitanga. We utilise the Kokako Street Pavilion,
Taihape to hold our regular hui. Our group consists of approximately 14 wahine/kuia, who
are all non-employed rate payers, who dedicate their time for a greater community cause.
We pool our money from our own pockets, through Koha, to pay for the charge of the
pavilion. We have been in existence for 2 years.
Our social service, dedicated to the hauora of the community has included to date:
Food parcels to those in need, including elderly and kaumatua
Helping young mums who experience challenges from financial to life skills
Counselling
Doing gardens, particularly for those who are physically challenged
Shifting lifestyle habits - such as increasing physical activity, engaging in regular

daily walks
We gain a great deal of satisfaction from serving our community and recognise the
contribution made to the lives of "district residents." This is clearly defined in the Council's
policy objective. To support our value add, we are happy to produce endorsements from
recipients, particularly if this will support a waiver or reduction in fee.
We read with interest your policy on reducing or wavering fees for use of council facilities.

We identify that we can fit the category of section 4(2) which could support a 25% reduction
of the fee. However, we wish to raise a more concerning matter. We cannot identify
anywhere in the policy the Council's obligations to honour the principles of Te Tiriti o
Waitangi. We ask, where do we as treaty partners fit in your policy?
All we are asking is to be considered for dispensation, we are small roopu (group) who do
not only benefit from each other's company (and this should not be overlooked in benefiting
the lives of district residents) but also the lives of others. It is small groups such as ours
that make an impact on the wider community.
Hutia te rito o te harakeke! Kei whea te korimako e ko? Kia ui atu koe ki ahau - He aha te
mea nui o te ao. Maku e kii atu, he tangata, he tangata, he tangata - tThei mauri ora!

If you pluck out the centre shoot of the flax. Where will the bellbird sing? What is the most
important thing in the world? I will reply to you people, people, people!
We await your consideration with anticipation.
Naku noa na
Margaret Thompson-Kauika
Pastoral Leader

0 g MAT ^
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File:
Doc:
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Reducing or Waiving Fees for Use of ^purfeil

'-^
.^^':;^
~<'r

Facilities
1. Objective
1. To recognise in a tangible way the contribution made to the lives of District residents by a
range of not-for-profit organisations or event organisers.

2. Council may reduce fees by 100% when
1. The event is a community commemoration (such as Anzac Day).

3. Council may reduce fees by 50% when
1. The organisation has been established for less than twelve months, or
2. The organisation/event organiser is predominantly young people (under 20 years), or
3. The activity or event has free entry to residents of the District, or
4. The organisation or event organiser has secured financial assistance from Council's
Community Initiatives Fund or the Events Sponsorship Scheme for the activity or event.

4. Council may reduce fees by 25% when
1. The activity or event commemorates the life or lives of individuals who have lived in the
District and made a contribution to the community, or
2. The organisation/event organiser can demonstrate hardship arising from loss of other
sponsorship.
5. Council will not reduce or waive fees when
1. The organisation or event organiser is raising funds for another organisation, event or
individual, or

2. The activity or event is primarily for the organisation making the application and at which the
community will not typically have a presence, or
3. The fee is a refundable bond against damage or payment of remaining fees if not waived.
6. Application
1. The Chief Executive is delegated to apply the policy on Council's behalf. Where a greater

reduction in fee is requested than the thresholds allow, the application will be referred to the
Council for a decision.
Notes

1. Local, community organisations are charged on-fifth of the hireage charges set for Council's halls. Such
automatic discounts do not apply to such organisations for the exclusive use of other Council facilities,
including parks.
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Rates Remission Policy 2022
Submission:1
5/8/2022 4:14:43 AM
Name:
Ellen Dickson
Organisation (if applicable):
Postal Address:
79 Virginia Road whanganui
Phone:
64021371802
Email:
ellen.martin@outlook.co.nz
Do you support the amended Rates Remission Policy?
No
Comments:
My husband and I paid a deposit on one of the Hereford height sections in Marton in January 2021,
on the promise from the building company and developer that we would have title may 2021. We
only just received title for our section on the 24th February 2022. We knew about the rates rebate
since we paid our initial deposit and it was one of the draw cards to be completely honest, compared
to similar sections in the area. As we have waited so long for title and our building company have
mucked us around for most of last year getting ready for consent we will only be applying for consent
within the next fortnight meaning we may not have consent by the end of June 2022. Therefore I
don’t think it’s fair for those who already own land and are in the process of planning to build to be
penalised by this, due to no fault of their own.
I am happy to discuss this further over the phone if required.
Additional information:

Do you wish to speak to your submission?
Special requirements
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Privacy
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Rates Remission Policy 2022
Submission:2
5/8/2022 5:07:51 AM
Name:
Jordie Peters
Organisation (if applicable):

Do you support the amended Rates Remission Policy?
No
Comments:
This amendment is disingenuous to those who have committed to making a significant investment in
the Marton region. As someone who has committed to purchasing in the new Bredins Line
Development, a key factor in my decision to do this was this incentive RDC had in place. Amending
this policy will remove the ability for us all to actually realise these incentives through no fault of our
own. We all committed to the purchase of land at this development in 2021, well before this
proposed amendment was issued. This amendment should be changed to ensure that all
developments or eligible situations with S&P agreements signed prior to 1 July 2022 are included in
the incentive scheme, anything less than that should be considered a serious breach of trust by the
council.
Additional information:

Do you wish to speak to your submission?
Yes_oral_submission
Special requirements
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Privacy
Yes_details_private
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Rates Remission Policy 2022
Submission:3
5/9/2022 3:05:50 AM

Do you support the amended Rates Remission Policy?
No
Comments:
I bought the section on the understanding there would be a $5000 rate credit from council.
Additional information:

Do you wish to speak to your submission?
Special requirements
Privacy
Yes_details_private
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Rates Remission Policy 2022
Submission:4
5/9/2022 4:41:15 AM
Name:
Murray Holdaway and Adrienne Cook
Organisation (if applicable):
Federated Farmers of New Zealand
Postal Address:
PO Box 945, Palmerston North 4440
Phone:
274253303
Email:
acook@fedfarm.org.nz
Do you support the amended Rates Remission Policy?
Comments:
Please see our submission to the Annual Plan and Rates Remission Policy Review (word document
attached).
Additional information:

Do you wish to speak to your submission?
Yes_oral_submission
Special requirements
Privacy

Please refer to submission #059, page 127
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SUBMISSION FORM

RANGITIKEI

DISTRICT COUNCIL

Draft Rates Remission Policy for Maori

9 May 2022
#001

Freehold Land 2022
Submissions close at

5pm on 9 May 2022

Organisation

(if applicable)
Postal address

Return this form, or send your written

Phone

submission to:

Email
Rates Remission Policy for Maori Freehold
Land
Rangitikei District Council
Private Bag 1102
Marton 4741

Do you support the amended Rates Remission Policy for

Maori Freehold Land?

Yes 0

Email: info@>rangitjkei.eovt.nz

No 0

Comments

Oral submissions
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If you wish to speak to your'^ubmission,
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please tick the box below.
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./

/

I wish to speak to my submission on

/l/r.<<^ p^> -U?<s .

19 May 2022. /
If you have any ^ecial requirements, such as those
related to visu?l'or hearing impairments, please note
them here.

DVwish to use New Zealand Sign Language

Privacy
Please note that submissions are public
information. The content on this form including
your personal information and submission will
be made available to the media and public as
part of the decision making process
'Please tick this box if you would like your

Attach additional information or pages if necessary

contact details to remain private

Signed
Date
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